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G3DPS
Time seems to pass ever more quickly, already the evenings are drawing in, and the
time has come again to get "Mercury" to the printers. Fortunately, there was no problem filling this
one - thanks to several members who have sent along very welcome contributions. If YOU feel you
could write something for "Mercury" please have a go. It doesn't have to be highly technical (although
technical articles are always welcome). It could well be a personal theory expounded, as G5VO did
with his Sporadic E article. Perhaps a personal-type article like 9M2DQ's in this edition. Perhaps a bit
of history - the field is very wide. I'll be looking for YOUR article for future editions.
With this issue we say au revoir to Ken, G2KK, who leaves England for New Zealand. Ken has been
a keen supporter of the RSARS since joining and his cheery voice and good humour will be missed on
the 80 Metre Net. It is certain that we have not heard the last of him and if there is a way for a ZL to
get into the 80 Metre Net it is certain Ken will find it. On behalf of all members I would like to take
this opportunity of wishing Ken, Sheila and family every success in this venture - God Speed and
Good Luck.
The attention of all members is drawn to the RSARS Net details published inside the back cover.
The higher frequencies have been changed slightly, from --80 to --75. This has been done to
overcome a commercial harmonic that some overseas members find on 14⋅180 (possibly from the 40
Metre commercial band) and to clear frequencies normally used by the slow-scan boys. Several letters
recently received from overseas members show that they are keen to work the UK members - so why
not give the '75s' a whirl?
This edition contains some details from a letter received from R.S.G.B. in reply to one about several
topics, perhaps the most of which was regarding the Band Plan. It has been reported to HQ that many
stations (including some RSARS members) have been working in the accepted CW portion of the
Bands - particularly 80 Metres - on 'phone. One or two members have written to HQ on this subject
and the majority vote appears to be for keeping the Band Plan but NOT writing it into the licence. The
R.S.G.B. publishes the fact that as an IARU Society in Europe it supports the Band Plan but it is not
known what action has been taken against R.S.G.B. members who violate this "Gentlemens
Agreement".
The Society has recently purchased a further stock of QSLs - 50,000 to be exact. The price of these
now includes VAT and, consequently, a slight increase in price to members is anticipated. At the
time of writing your Council is considering final prices. Needless to say, any increases will be kept to
a minimum, but it would appear that the following prices may have to apply : BASIC QSLs - 100 =
60p, 500 = £2, 1000 = £3-75p, and Overprinted QSLs - 500 = £3-25p, 1000 = £6-25p This increase
covers additional cost of card and printing, VAT and a small increase to the Society printer. Talking
of the Society printer, John goes into hospital very shortly for a short stay. We wish him well and a
speedy return home. In the meantime, please forgive any delays with overprinted cards. The new
cards, by the way, are very similar to the previous ones, except that the printing on the front is
'straight across' instead of curved. This saved a penny or two!.
It was interesting to listen to "In Touch" on BBC Radio 4 at 1702 on 26th August when G3ZGG
talked about and gave a demonstration of what Amateur Radio means to the handicapped. The taped
QSOs included G3YUF, G4AUJ, G3ZFA and HB9ADN and mention was made of the Bedfast Club
and the regular White Stick ("Guide Dog") Net on 80. G3ZGG described Amateur Radio well in the
limited time available assisted by some sensible questions from the interviewer.
In view of the fact that the next Editorial is due after the Festive Season may I take this opportunity,
on behalf of all at Blandford, of wishing you and yours a Merry Xmas and a healthy and prosperous
New Year.
73
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HQ CORRESPONDENCE.
Recently the General Secretary wrote to the RSGS seeking clarification of several points including the
RSGB Jubilee Contest, Affiliated Clubs, and The Band Plan. As members will be aware, the RSGB
circulated their Affiliated Clubs (including the RSARS) suggesting that the various Clubs should
support the Jubilee Contest by providing additional prizes for Club members who ranked highest in
the Jubilee Contest results. This was agreed by the RSARS but, as a result of a letter from a member,
it became apparent that these prizes could only be awarded to RSGB members, thus making members
of the RSARS ineligible for these RSARS Awards. This was an error by your General Secretary who
would like to take this opportunity of apologising to any RSARS member who may feel that he has
been made ineligible for the RSARS-sponsored awards. The remainder of the letter is selfexplanatory, although it is felt by your General Secretary that the paragraph on the Band Plan could
have said more on current RSGB attitudes and actions to this Region 1 Plan.
Dear Captain Cooper,
The rules of the Diamond Jubilee HF Contest as published in the February issue of Radio
Communication page 117, stated under Rule 2: "Eligible Entrants - all paid up members of the RSGB
resident in the British Isles." All RSGB Contests require that UK operators be fully paid up members
of the RSGB with the exception of the affiliated societies contest. This latter Contest is for affiliated
societies, and the requirement there is for the society to be in paid up affiliation to the RSGB.
Your member therefore is not eligible to enter the contest in the first instance.
The RSARS, in offering a plaque to the leading RSARS score, were in fact offering a supplemental
prize to an entrant in an RSGB contest. The council of the RSARS must surely decide on the terms of
reference for an award, and the only possible course of complaint in this instance is that the Council
of RSARS did not state that the award could only be made to members who were eligible to enter the
contest.
I do not think that any blame can be attached to the Council of RSARS in this matter, as they were
entitled to assume that anyone taking part in the contest had made themselves aware of the rules
beforehand.
With regard to the last part of the third paragraph of your letter, I do not think it is correct to say that
you have debarred a member of the RSARS from competing for RSARS Awards, but you have a
member who is ineligible for the award.
My own personal feeling is that your member is trying to get the best of both worlds. He does not
wish to belong to the RSGB for personal reasons, yet he wishes to enter a contest run by the RSGB
for its members.
With regard to the second part of your letter, the only criticism that one can make is that in
commenting on the invitation to affiliated societies to offer some form of incentive to their members,
the RSGB did not state that the highest placed member of an affiliated society must also be a member
of the RSGB. This was hardly necessary as it had already been written into the rules.
With regard to the advantages of a club or society becoming affiliated to the RSGB, you have in fact
set these out in your letter. (Receipt of 'RadCom' and use of the QSL Bureau by the Club station Ed.). In addition, we are always willing to help clubs with tape recorded lectures from the library, we
will endeavour to arrange for speakers at Club meetings, and clubs do benefit from the fact that we are
in a stronger position in dealing with the MPT if we can say that we have the support not only of radio
amateurs, but also the clubs as well.
The band plan is of course not mandatory, and there are of course a number of operators who wish
to assert their right to use any part of the amateur bands and deliberately ignore the gentlemen's
agreement. The majority of amateurs adhere to the band plan, but there will always be this minority
who do not do so. We are aware that there have been occasions when CW operators have been asked
to move lower in frequency but equally there have been occasions when 'phone operators have been
asked to move out of the traditional CW segment. We can only ask amateurs to
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behave in a tolerant manner, but unfortunately it is the fashion these days to be intolerant of
anything that does not suit one.
In case you think I am prejudiced against the younger generation who are inclined to think in
some cases that good manners are a sign of weakness, I must make the point that I am well aware that
there are amateurs who have been licensed for many years whose manners leave much to be desired.
Yours sincerely
(Signed) D.A. Findlay
General Manager.

PHOOEY TO SPORADIC 'E' - PHOOEY!
G3VSA/292
(The following came in the form of a letter from Stan, G3VSA and is presented here in article form,
as a reply to the interesting article "Sporadic-E - Phooey!" by Jack, G5VO which appeared in the, July
- Summer) 1973 edition of "Mercury". - Ed.).
First reaction is that the article appeared in the wrong issue of "Mercury", and should have appeared
in the Winter '72 or Spring '73 issue, in time for April 1st!. However, presuming that Jack means what
he says, here goes.
Taking the 'Mirror' theory first; which was, after all, the whole point of the article; it appears to me
that Jack has confused the issue of whether Sporadic 'E' exists or not, by admirably describing the
mechanics of the extended tropo opening, and on reading the article for about the tenth time it seems
to me that Jack has said nothing to indicate the mechanics of a Sporadic 'E' opening at all!.
In fact, he has not raised one question to throw doubt upon the existence of the phenomenon as we
know it. The normal relationship of adjacent areas of high and low pressure, and the effects of Polar
air coming down from the North at the junction of the two areas and 'pushing under' (perhaps here it
would be more apt to say 'being overlayed') by warm air, are well known, and have been for many
years now. However, it will also be known to experienced VHF men that the best openings invariably
coincide with the trailing edge of high pressure areas - i.e. the Western edge - from which stems the
fact that anti-cyclones revolve clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and that on the Eastern side of
them air will be moving from North to South, normally towards areas of higher surface temperature,
leading to increased convection and turbulence, which raise and spread the boundary between the two,
thus producing non-DX VHF conditions. On the Western edge the situation is reversed, the boundary
becomes lower and more pronounced as stable conditions exist below, and more frequently produces
VHF DX conditions. Obviously other factors are important, such as the contrasting sharpness of the
refractive index and the height of the boundary above ground, which means that, for a given path,
there will be an optimum height of the boundary. This fact has been borne out by observation over
many years and few people would challenge the validity of results.
The fact that more openings occur to the South than to the North must surely stem from the fact that
Southern latitudes are normally warmer than Northern latitudes, and there will be larger areas of
stable warm air at ground level accordingly!
Reverting to Jack's 'Mirror' theory - on the Eastern edges of our anti-cyclones, where DX paths do
not normally open - air mass boundaries occur normally at heights of one mile or less (850 millibars
or thereabouts), and would therefore give calculated ranges of, say, 50 to 400 miles for a given
favourable path - although the possibility of multi-hop propagation under these circumstances
especially over sea paths complicates things somewhat, and there is some evidence of skip effect over
DX distances under these conditions. To obtain a 'condensation' mirror at sufficient height to work
DX would require that the moisture content of the air must be high; fair enough, rising air which is
cooled or cooling will require less moisture to saturate it than would air at a lower level, BUT to
achieve DX results by Jack's theory - by which I mean distances of 400 to 1500 miles in one hop, or
1500 to 2500 miles by two or more hops - then that mirror would need
3
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people were contemplating the advisability of building an Ark!. So, from all this and from
observations and investigations over the years by the professional people, and their tabulated results
and conclusions, I would say that Sporadic 'E' most definitely exists beyond a shadow of doubt, and
that given really favourable weather conditions, Tropo-assisted Sporadic 'E' frequently occurs. That
the Sporadic 'E' is a manifestation due to some form of Solar activity is also beyond doubt, in that all
Sporadic 'E' contacts in the Northern Hemisphere by this mode take place between May and July
approximately (though there are some weaker manifestations around the Autumnal Equinox) when
Solar effects are most pronounced during the Northern Summer. I also consider that Jack has
confused the issue of Tropo, Extended Tropo, Back Scatter, Forward Scatter and possibly other modes
in his article, without saying anything which would detract from the Sporadic 'E' phenomena. The
only other point which I can see which requires explanation in the article, is the supposition that if the
'E' exists, we cannot maintain communication with low angle satellites. To this I would say that
Sporadic 'E' is just that - sporadic - and only if it lies between the transmitter and the satellite will it
reflect the transmitted signal; considering that even OSCAR 6 at a height of approximately 910 miles
is travelling at about 250 miles a minute, I doubt if a patch of Sporadic 'E' would be noticed
particularly, as the satellite would pass it so quickly as far as the ground station TX was concerned.
This might account for some of the strange fading effects I have noticed on OSCAR 6 from time to
time mark you, but they have been of short duration, which would tie in with such a supposition!. In
any event OSCAR 6 is the only really effective Amateur Satellite to go into orbit, and was launched in
October last, so the only Sporadic 'E' information to be collated on this side is, in fact, still taking
place - perhaps sometime around Christmas our AMSAT and NASA friends will have information on
this score for us!
One consolation, Jack, if it wasn't for the 'E' Layer there would be no HF communication, then
everyone would be on VHF - if radio had ever been discovered - and there'd be nay room fer thee and
me on Two Metres!, so one way or t'other it all depends on't 'E' Layer lad.
73 and thanks for making me read it all up again, Jack.

(Stan Aspinall) G3VSA/292

THE R.S.A.R.S. QSL BUREAU.
The R.S.A.R.S. QSL Bureau exists for use by all members for the rapid exchange of QSL cards
BETWEEN MEMBERS only. If you have ever been on the air at any time you should send along a
couple of envelopes to the Bureau to collect any cards that may be waiting for you. Dave, the QSL
Bureau Manager, will be happy to send along any cards to you - but he must have envelopes from
you. Why not put a couple of SAEs in with the next batch of cards you send to Dave?? Storage space
at the Bureau is limited and some cards have 'lived with' Dave for many, many months. The Bureau
service is free to all members (licensed or non-licensed) and your co-operation is requested. Please
remember also, that our SWL members require cards for the R.S.A.R.S. Awards just as much as the
licensed contacts you make. and cards for them may also be sent through Dave. "QSL via HSE".

CQ 150 OCTU COURSE 129/No.8 F of S COURSE.
Steve Chisholm, VE4AI would like to hear from any of the 150 OCTU Course 129 lads and from any
of No. 8 Foreman of Signals Course who may still be reading "Mercury". (Editors Note - Steve is now
VE4AL his previous call-sign was VE2ZM which has now been re-issued. WILL ALL MEMBERS
PLEASE DELETE VE2ZM FROM ALL MEMBERSHIP LISTS. Steve also passes his regards to
"Pony" Moores, a non-member. If YOU know "Pony" please QSP - Tnx. - Ed.).
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220 VOLTS FROM THE MAINS?.

G3VGN/434
It occurred to me that there may be other members like me, who run basic apparatus for lower AC
voltages on standard UK voltages. My own transceiver has 2 X 110 Volt primary windings run in
series for UK operation. It is thus essentially 220 Volts apparatus. My QTH is adjacent to a substation
and the domestic supply is usually over 250 Volts. Apart from the gross overheating of the
Transceiver mains transformer if an attempt is made to operate it direct from the mains, I don't care
for 7+ Volts on the 6⋅3 Volts heaters.
I therefore had a choice, either run the rig via an auto-transformer (costly and bulky) or use a
cheaper and smaller alternative. It seems that the alternative is not well known so here goes.
Let us suppose that the difference between the mains and the apparatus to be run is 20V. This can be
achieved by having a 240/20V transformer connected as in the diagram. Say the current drawn by the
gear is 2 Amps, then this transformer would be rated at 40 VA, compared with an auto-transformer
which would be 480 VA rating. A further advantage is that the circuit is self-regulating to a
considerable degree.
I made my transformer from an old radio receiver mains transformer by stripping it down and rewinding the bobbin where the HT winding used to be. It had a 6⋅3V and a 5V winding already so all I
did was to wind on twice the number of turns on the 6⋅3V winding (adding two for luck!) and hooking
all three in series in phase. It is a simple job, thick wire and not many turns. If I remember rightly, the
transformer required 10 turns per Volt. I can now allow the thermostat controlling the electric heating
in my shack to turn the heating on and off without the rig going miles off tune.

NOTE - Secondary winding MUST be connected in phase opposition. A quick check - If output is
higher than input, reverse connections to either primary or secondary.
The WIYL CERTIFICATE.
The Italian YL Radio Club has issued its first Certificate, the 'WIYL' Award. This Award is available
to all licensed amateurs and SWLs. Contacts for points must be dated after 1st January 1970. All
Bands and All Modes count but only one contact per station is valid. Charter members count 2 points,
all other Italian YLs count 1 point. Jolly-Station counts 4 points (No idea what, or who, a Jolly-station
may be! - Ed.). Italian stations need 10 points and Award costs 10 IRCs, European stations need 8
points and should send 15 IRCs. Outside Europe - 6 points and 20 IRCs. No QSLs required but a copy
of the Log signed as authentic by two other licensed amateurs should be sent. The Award is free to
blind/Handicapped.
Charter Members : IP1YG, IP1MOG, I0YL, I8ATB, I3BL, I2CWK, I8LIA, I4CLL I3GLK, I2ZRE
IP1ZNA, I3ZMT, I8LLBP (?), I4RGI, I4XYL, I8SGZ, I2YD, I7LIL, I8PLH, I3THE, I3DCW.
Award Manger : I4RGI, GINEVRA RESTANI, POST OFFICE BOX 28, 46100 MANTOVA,
ITALY.
DID YOU KNOW? - That Bob Wilson, G3YZO/RSARS 230 has completed his tour of duty in the
Yemen Arab Republic and is back in the UK. The nearest he got to a ticket out there was a Telegram
from the Minister of Telecommunications (no less!) saying NO!.
6
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RSARS CROSSWORD
Clues Across
1.
5.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
16.
17.
19.
21.
22.
23.
26.
27.
28.

This could be an impediment, certainly when using VOX. (7).
Some RSARS members have a Bank Manager in their cupboards but most will have this European in
their garden. (4).
RSARS members are a select lot. It's odd that you will find them gathered on this. (6-9).
Starboard ham-wise, ceremonially observed. (4).
It's not eager to do this. (5).
Simply a short burlesque. (4).
Not a feature of a busy Net. Sh!. (7).
If the progressive grocer has this kind of counter in his shop it's probably used to serve the ham. (7).
What the carrier does. (7).
Appertaining to baseball, tents, cricket, ships and the market-place. (7).
To the student it's a case of nickel and iron, to the veteran signaller it's a case of nickel and iron too. (4).
Nothing more than G3XTL but is hardly indicative of his performance as CW Net Controller. (5).
Even if she does not know whether she is coming or going she looks the same either way. (4).
Carried out by the RAF in war-time. Sometimes carried out in relays. (6-9).
Meeting places for the chosen few from whence only the smaller fry can escape. (4).
Rejected by King Canute but welcome by GW3ASW. (7).
*************************

Clues Down
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
13.
14.
17.
18.
19.
20.
24.
25.

Makes safe. Looks as though Kent is the place to get well. (7).
A licensed Scot away from his normal habitat?. Held on Bastille Day in the deep South. (3-2-9).
Some enthusiasts aim at this only to bounce off and get their own back. (4).
Sometimes a seeker of a safe haven. (7).
Make-believe as a quietly mixed bid.(7).
Colloquially, this has something in common with ZB2. (7).
To avoid thermal run-away this is hardly the place to put your transistor. (2-1-7-4).
Get the wrong range to provoke this. (5).
A form of silica. Found in MOSFET's?. (5).
Takes two make it. (7).
It's an education to be in them. (7).
A brief familiar maxim of folk wisdom or so the book says. (7).
Send him a claim and G3EKL turns into this. Perhaps he's radar trained.(7).
Ply him with envelopes and you will get your cards. (4).
If this is really continuous, how do the A1 addicts communicate. (4).
*************************

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Between the years 0 and 1650, the World population doubled, reaching about 500,000,000. In 180 years, (by
1830) ", has doubled again, reaching 1,000,000,000 and in a further 100 years (by 1930) it was up to
2,000,000,000. It will have doubled again by 1975 to 4,000,000,000 and by the year 2000 It will have reached
7,000,000,000.
THINK OF ALL THAT QRM!!!!
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BALDY BILL'S Meter Shunt.

G3VGN

(You were promised it - here it is ! - Ed.).
Because of the frequent requirement for a milliammeter covering odd ranges and the necessity to use
whatever I've got, the "use anything available, without using maths" approach may be of interest to
members.
Materials required are :- a car battery or similar low resistance source of DC, a rod-type electric fire
element (a broken one is ideal), an 'AVO' or similar meter of known good calibration, any meter of
FSD less than the range required.
Method :- Hook up as per the diagram below - start without the meter to be shunted, all the fire
element in circuit and the AVO on its highest current range. Adjust the clamp on the fire element and
the AVO until the full-scale current required for the other meter is reached. Connect one end of the
meter requiring shunting as shown at 'A', connect a short length of hefty wire, fitted with a 'Croc Clip'
to the other end. Start with the Croc clip connected to point 'A' and slowly slide it along the fire
element wire until this meter reads nearly FSD. Switch off. Mark the point ('B') reached on the fire
element wire, then make a loop round the meter termina1 screw, to which the hefty wire and Croc clip
were connected, between washers. Note that the loop should be on the 'A' side of point 'B'. Finger
tighten the screw to clamp the washers on to the loop. Switch on. The meter should now read a little
less than before. Gently pull the wire between the washers, making the length between the meter
terminals longer, until exactly FSD is reached. Tighten down the fixing nut on to the washers. It may
be necessary, for highest accuracy, to slightly readjust the clamp in order to maintain the required
current on the AVO whilst finishing the job. Switch off, disconnect, and there's your meter shunted.
The advantages - you don't need to know the FSD current of your meter to be shunted, and it's darn
near impossible to "goof" and blow it up.
P.S. I usually bend the length of element wire into a 'hairpin' and wind it on to a small paxolin tube,
fixing the ends into holes and mounting the tube across the meter back. Suitable 1/4" tubing can be
found round the centre screw of old metal rectifiers.
All that remains is to re-mark the meter scale. Simple, says Bill.
RE-MARKING METER SCALES.
Materials :- "Letraset" or "Blick" dry print with letters/figures as appropriate, "Slick" No. 000 type
eraser, and a little patience. Note: the "Slick" eraser is in the form of a pencil, usually known as a
typewriter eraser. It has never been known to erase a typewriter, but a scrap end can usually be
scrounged from a typist. "Blick" is obtainable from the RSGB.
Method :- Remove the outer case from the meter. The screws can be parked on a piece of plastic
insulating tape. Turn the meter upwards so that the coil is at the top, to prevent dust getting in. Gently
rub away the existing scale marking with the eraser. It will be found readily possible to rub away the
lettering and/or figures with the eraser, without going through the backing paint. Carefully clean away
all dust and turn the meter the right way up. Apply the new letters/figures as per the instructions on
the pack. (The roughened surface, due to the eraser, is ideal for press-on lettering). Done!, and with a
professional appearance. If desired, the new marking can be preserved by spraying the meter scale
plate before assembly with "Blick" Dry Print Fixative which is in an aerosol can.
P.S. The meter shunting method can be used for ammeters too, but a word of warning here. If the
shunt current makes it warm, that shunt won't do. Double or treble the wires, remembering that you'll
need two or three times the length of a single wire shunt for each wire of a multi-wire shunt. A ready
guideline - don't use 1kW element wire for a shunt carrying more than about 1/2 an Amp per strand.
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BALDY BILL'S METER SHUNT CIRCUIT.

JUNE - MOON - DOOM

G3VSA/292
(Being a short account of a 'disaster-period' in the life of one RSARS member and, it is hoped, serving
to indicate that those unwelcome 'happenings' are not restricted to our own shack! - Ed.).
It all started very quietly! - whilst in QSO on 80M I noticed that everyone had suffered a severe
mishap; their voices had gone high pitched, and were going higher!. 15KHz of drift later I found them
all chatting quite normally, and re-joined the QSO, only to find that they were all becoming bass
baritones as the VFO went the other way!. No alternative, the FT401 had to go back to Matlock! - so,
via Securicor it duly departed. Five days later, having reported it lost on the way, it finally arrived (my
fault, not theirs, the label having been torn off, so they had to wait until it was reported missing before
they could tell whence it was bound!). By the middle of the following week it was mended, and on the
Friday it came back; so, with cries of joy and 'CQ', off we went again. By Monday night it was u/s
again, so off it went again - this time labelled in six places - and I decided to take the mast down in its
absence and sort out a duff beam direction indicator on 2M.
Needless to say, the 401 arrived back six days before the mast and rotator were finished and reerected. However, I tried it on a sixty foot long wire strung around the garden hedge and only four
feet off the ground and managed to have a chat with Bert ('8TK) and Arthur (t2TT) just to prove it
worked again. It had had a new VFO fitted, a new ball drive attached, and a bottle replaced, all within
the Warranty (which expired during that second period at Matlock!) and had been returned, but fast,
to get me back on the air. Excellent service.
So, Saturday night at 2200 hours local, and yours truly and two older sons hoisting the edifice back
into place, and by 2245 I was ready for testing. On the 2M receive side all was well, my compass had
been in use, so everything appeared "beacon-wise" where you would expect it. Then came the
Transmit side, and on pressing the "press-to-talk" switch to cheek PA standing current on the 7-50A,
sad to relate, all was not well!. The screen socket on the PTFE base had pushed down through the
base, and there were no screen volts. Sorted that out next day, and tried again. Exit one screamingly
duff 7-50A. Replaced with 6-40A and all still not well - 100 Ohms and 1 Kilohm in 3-10 mixer
cathode both burned out! Replaced them, machine worked, but - guess what - the receiver converter
was on the blink!
Replaced one red-hot-to-to-touch MOSFET mixer, receive converter now 0K - put transmit side back
on and check standing current again - BLINDING LIGHT AND BROWN SMOKE FROM REAR OF
PANEL. Hurriedly hit circuit breakers, and contemplate 1mA meter jammed hard at full full starboard
position and a mass of crisp black plastic covered wire behind the meter switch - Oh Boy!. Next day
or two, procure new switch from junk box, rewire metering in full, and replace all 1/2 Watt grid shunt
resistors which had burned out due to switch breakdown when they all received 750 Jolts each.
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In the course of all these disasters, there were other more minor catastrophes, like my 4 - 6MHz
converter also went u/s, so I couldn't even listen on 2 with the HRO, my 25 Watt iron burned out
whilst working on the kaput transverter, and, to add insult to injury, the lamp on my bench hummed a
tune as the bulb burned out in the middle of a tricky job.
It is now July, but just in case, the bottom is still off the transverter, the 4 - 6MHz converter is still
out of its case, and the path to the shacks main circuit breaker is kept clear at all times!.
So now you know why I disappeared last month!!!

(Stan Aspinall, 292/G3VSA
SILENT KEY

A card from Tom Atkins, VE3CDN/RSARS 674 tells
us of the sad passing, on Friday 10th August
1973 of Jim Jarvie, VE3ZH.RSARS 141. Little is
known of the background of "J.J." but our sincere
ATTENTION ALL SNOWMOBILEERS - DID YOU KNOW - that as far back as 1970 W1PFA of
Salem, New Hampshire, ran a Galaxy Fm-210 2 Metre rig from his Snowmobile taking power from
the cigar lighter socket. His signals successfully triggered the W1ALE Repeater at a distance or 40
miles. Food for thought for the coming Winter!!!

HINTS AND KINKS FROM THE MANCHESTER AREA.
AGAIN BY G3VSA/292.
Stan sends along the following ideas which he hopes will be helpful to members. If you have a special
'trick-of-the-trade' how about sending along details? - Ed.
JUNCTION FETS.
A rapid way to cheek Gm of all Junction FETS (BUT NOT MOSFETS!). Short the GATE and
SOURCE leads together; and with an AVO or other meter on Resistance range, measure the Channel
Resistance between DRAIN and the shorted. GATE and SOURCE. Using the equation 1/R gives the
result in Mhos, easily converted to Gm, viz.:
A DC Channel Resistance of 200 Ohms will give 1/200, which gives, in turn, 0·005 Mhos, which
equals 5 mAs per Volt. 100 Ohms gives 10 mAs per Volt and so on and so forth. Very simple, and
useful for getting the best FETs into the VHF converter. ONE WARNING : make sure that the GATE
and SOURCE ARE shorted before you apply the meter prods, then polarity is of no consequence.
Failure to short them will result in disaster for the FET!.
MOSFETS.
When wiring MOSFETS into circuit place a small blob of wet cotton wool in the middle of the
leads, then take off the shorting clip, rivet, etc. It will be quite safe then until the wet cotton wool is
removed after soldering the device into circuit. (Joe Cropper, G5BY, thought of this one, I used to do
it by a slightly different method, but Joe's is better!).
VARACTOR DIODES.
A not very widely known trick this. Varactor diodes as used in VHF FM reactance modulator
circuits are expensive - and. unnecessary!!. Try a BY100, or other silicon diode of this class - they
work like a charm and are dirt cheap!. The best yet for 2 Metres that I know is the RS300/AF, an
avalanche rectifier.
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WELCOME!
Once again we take a little space to say welcome to one or two newer additions to the flock. Take a
look through the following list - perhaps one of them served in YOUR old Unit.
424 - JOHN FREDRICK RICHARDSON, G4BZQ, 19 COLMAN AVENUE. WOLVERHAMPTON,
STAFFORDSHIRE. John, who is also a member of the RSGB and the Wolverhampton ARS joined
the Society w.e.f. 1st May 1973. He saw service with the Life Guards for a total of 11 years and 23
days between 1935 and 1946. During this time he 'visited' The Middle East, Italy, Holland, Germany,
etc. On the hobby side John says "Have been interested in radio since leaving the Forces, and have
held G8EBF since 1970. I passed the Morse Test in March 1973 and was then issued with G4BZQ. I
run 100 watts of FM on 2 Metres to a 10-elemmt Sky Beam, and 180 Watts p.e.p. on SSB on
10/20/15/40 and 80. The RX is an Eddystone 940, the TX a Mosely Commando II and the antenna a
G5RV.
433 - IVAN CLIVE ELSTON, G3YRX, 59 EXWICK ROAD, EXETER, DEVON. Known in past
days as 23071161, Ivan joined Royal Signals as a National Serviceman in 1953. He trained as a Line
Test Clerk and was later stationed at Bulford with a Telecommunications Maintenance Unit. Main
interests are centred on 20 and 80 Metres using an FT-200 and an HW-32A. Ancillary gear in the
shack includes a Teleprinter 7B which helps with the interest in RTTY. Joined w.e.f. 1st May 1973.
437 - W.O. II (F of S) DONAID FREESTON, 5B4FF, C/o 261 SIGNAL SQUADRON, BFPO 53.
Don is at present serving in Cyprus and, as many members will already know, is active on the bands,
particularly 20 Metres on a Wednesday afternoon. Living outside the SBA has produced for Don a
5B4 call-sign. Membership effective from 1/6/73.
443 - LIEUT (Rtd) CECIL JOHN TEECE, RS 34383, 29 ARMITAGE LANE, BRERETON,
RUGELEY, STAFFORDSHIRE. Cecil tells us that he saw OR service from 1943 until 1945 as a BII
operator Wireless and Line (or OWL as it was known). He was commissioned through 150 OCTU
Royal Signals in January 1945. He served in Orkney and Shetland District Signals followed by a
period in command with 63 Medium W/T Section PAIFORCE in South Iraq during 1945 and 1946. A
move to Cairo saw employment as a DSO with HQ MELF and then to an Air Formation Unit where
he commanded Line Troop 4th Air Formation Signal Regiment in Palestine and The Canal Zone. This
took him up to his release from the Service into Class 'Z' reserve in 1947. Civilian life meant
involvement in the Industrial Electronics Field from 1948 until 1969 and since 1969 in Semi and
Automatic Welding. Recently resumed interest in Amateur Radio and is currently working for RAE.
The RX in use at the moment is a home built Heathkit SW7D but Cecil is looking for a good secondhand 'buy' such as a JR310 or similar. 443 also holds the following qualifications : T.Eng (CEI),
FIET, MASEE, MInstM, AMBIM, and is a Corporate Member of the RSGB. Joined w.e.f. 18th June
1973.
446 - WILLIAM MAURICE BARNES, G4CDK, "SIBERTWOLD". 6 CASTLE RISING ROAD.
SOUTH WOOTTON, KING'S LYNN. NORFOLK. PR30 3HR. Bill served in Royal Signals as a
Radio Mechanic from June 1942 until January 1947 and marked his kit "14227073". Trained at
Coventry Technical College and REME RM School at Bury, Lancashire. This was followed by a
posting to STC(1) at Mhow, India - Meerut - Bangalore - Agra - Hyderabad - and Singapore. He
attended a course on Heavy Mobile Wireless Equipment at Agra and was posted to 235 and 206
Heavy Wireless Section with 399 Mobile Wireless Equipment. This Section was posted to Singapore
with the initial re-occupation forces and finally disbanded there and the IORs (Indian Other Ranks)
were repatriated to India. Bill goes on to say "I can say with truth "When I was in Poona" and I once
stood in peril of the "Deolali Tap". Using my previous callsign G8FKS I operated an FM TX on 2
Metres only, but have since been trying to get 'airborne' with a WS 62 on 160 Metres but one has to
experiment to get aerials earths and loading right to get good results". Joined w.e.f. 1st June 1973.
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447 - MAJOR LEONARD DAVIS, G2ZA, 48 STEPDENE, PARKSTONE, POOLE, DORSET,
BH14 8TD. Len joined 48 (TA) Divisional Signals in April 1939 and saw service in France during
1939 and 40, the Middle East during 1941, and with the 14th Amy in Burma, from 1942 until 1945.
Units included 48 Divisional Signals, 30 Corps Signals, 26 (Indian) Divisional Signals. 5 (Indian)
Divisional Signals, and 9 AA Brigade HQ Signals. On the hobby side Len lists the following :
Artificial Aerial ticket 2BCQ in 1925, followed by a Full License in 1927 with the call G2WW.
During the War the license lapsed but was re-issued in 1946 as G2ZA, working in the Brighton and
Birmingham areas. The ticket again lapsed in 1954. Len had to sit the RAE again and in 1973 he
received, again, the call G2ZA and expects to be active in July or August. Main interests include
DXing on 7, 14 and 28 - mainly CW. Joined 1/6/73.
449 - JOHN EDWARD WHTTAKER, G3UUA, "MAITLAND", NOGGARTH ROAD, ROUGHLEE
FENCE, NEAR BURNLEY, LANCASHIRE, BB12 9PT. No stranger to most members, John "reenlisted" with effect from 1st July 1973. If you haven't met John as a RSARS member, perhaps you
knew him as 2344987 L/Cpl Whittaker during 1940 until 1946 when he served with 59 Divisional
Signals. G3UUA is now a retired Post Office Inspector.
451 - CAPTAIN ROBIN FRANK GRAHAM COGZELL, G3OTY, 70 FARREN ROAD,
NORTHFIELD, BIRMINGRAM 31. Robin joins us in an ACF capacity but saw 5 years service with
Royal Signals. Since leaving the Service he has been OC Signals Unit. Worcestershire Army Cadet
Force for the last eight years. First licensed in 1960, Robin also holds the call G4ACF (very
appropriately) on behalf of the Worcestershire A.C.F. Joined w.e.f. 1st June 1973.
452 - ERNEST GEORGE WHITE, GW3LAD, 41 ST. ALBAN AVENUE. CARDIFF. CF4 4AS. A
member w.e.f. 1st June 1973, Ernest is also a member of RSGB and RAEN. With a Regimental
Number of 1891349 he saw service between October 1939 and early 1945 with 284 Field Company
RE and HQ 38th (Welsh) Division RE as a Sapper pending a transfer to the R.A.F. (which Ernest says.
"did not materialise). He later served as a Corporal with the Army Air Corps with 6th Airborne
Division before becoming a Tele Mech II with REME after courses at Loughborough College and
No.2 Army Wireless Training College at Gopsal Park Nuneaton. GW3LAD uses a Viceroy at 180
Watts PEP and a HQ-170 RX for 10 - 80 Metres SSB and CW. VHF is not neglected and 2 Metres
sees the use of an IC2F on FM. Twice Ernest has operated /DL whilst on holiday but only on 2
Metres. He also holds a mobile license which he used to use on 160 but now only on 2 Metres.
456 - MICHAEL R. EMERY, LA CONCHEE, PERELLE, ST. SAVIOURS, GUERNSEY,
CHANNEL ISLANDS. Michael has had five years with Elizabeth College CCF and operated as CCF
call-sign 47 on the National Net. During this time he has been successful in obtaining ranges of 400
miles with WS19 and WS62. Mike has visited G4RS during a course at the School of Signals. He
hopes to take the RAE later this year so we may be seeing/hearing him as a GC4.
468 - RAYMOND JOHN KINGSHOTT, G4CFN, "HEATHERBRAE", WOODEND ROAD,
DEEPCUT, NEAR CAMBERLEY, SURREY. GU16 6QH. Many members will have already met
Ray on the Nets, but if you think you may have met him before, he served as 22601804, L/Cpl
Kingshott with the East Surrey Regiment from October 1951 until October 1953 as WT in the
Machine Gun Section working on the Battalion Net. In October 1953 came a transfer to the 4/5th
Queens Royal Regiment, this time as WT in Support Company on the Brigade Net. Service
terminated in December 1956. Ray is also a member of RSGB and the Farnborough ARC.
Membership effective from 1st June 1973.
504 - RICHARD GREGG, HIGH STREET, WEOBLEY, HEREFORDSHIRE. Richard was a regular
visitor to G4RS whilst stationed at the School of Signals. He filled in the necessary (RSARS) forms
just prior to leaving the Service and we welcome him as RSARS 504 and trust that he is settling down
to some serious SWLing in civil life.
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508 - PETER JACK BAILEY, G3PJB, 67 BIRKBECK ROAD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR3 4SW.
Peter "bumped into" (if those are the right words) the RSARS whilst operating /M one day by way of
a contact with G4RS. The requested application form was quickly returned and membership becomes
effective from 1st June 1973. Peter was a National Serviceman from 1951 until 1953 and followed
this with service in the TA from 1953 until 1957. No stranger to Blandford, Peter did his REME Basic
Training here before moving to Malvern for training as an Electrician V & P. Following in fathers'
footsteps are three Junior ops, one with the RE in BFPO 31, another with the RE at Chepstow, and the
third is with the local Cadet Force. Some of Peter's service was, of course, spent abroad, in this case at
Tel-el-Kebir mostly with the REME Inspectorate. With a 'full initial' call-sign, one wonders whether
Peter waited for the issue of 3PJB, or was just 'lucky'.
570 - KEN GREENHALGH, 19 ST. ANNS AVENUE, STANWELL, MIDDLLESEX, W19 7RJ.
Ken gave all his details in an accompanying letter which reads "I started at the early age of 12 years
with the proverbial Crystal Set, during my school days. When I left school at 14 in Apri1 1941 I
started work at Philco Radio on assembly work mostly on 1132A, 1155, WS19, Unit Line
Termination and Power Unit No.3 (used with the 1132A). Also worked on a special unit for the
Resistance Forces with a fixed frequency plug-in coil. Then came the hard bit. I Was called up for the
Army in 1946 and wanted to go into Royal Signals or REME but as there was a shortage of Clerks I
went into the RASC. Did Basic Training at Bodmin in Cornwall and from there to Cirencester for
Clerks training and then to Egypt, to 375 Petrol Platoon at Fort Agruid, then to 14 Command Petrol
Depot at Ismalia. This was followed by a move to the Palestinian Army in Rheovat. Back to Cairo and
then to GHQ 2nd Echelon in Fayid. This was followed by a move to HQ Northern Area at Nanuki,
Kenya. Demob and civilian employment again this time with E.M.I. at Hayes working on modifying
Radar Units. Due to marriage and the family I lost touch with the hobby for about 16 years, but it all
started again when I bought a surplus CR-100 in a junk shop in Egham for £10. Am a member of
RSGB and RAEN and live near London Airport. I work in Egham now on Sheet Metal work. Rig
consists of two AR88s, a Hallicrafters SX71, BC-221 Frequency Meter and Tape Recorders etc.
585 - PAUL DAVID HARRISON, G4ADF, THE WHITE COTTAGE, CODMORE HILL,
PULBOROUGH, SUSSEX, RH20 1BQ. Another introduction to the Society by way of 80 Metres, the
back of Paul's application reads "Junior Leaders, Denbury, 2 years from 58 to 61. Special Op,
Germany 61 - 67 at Wesendorf, BFPO 23. Rank was Corporal and the number was 23666750.
Demobbed in 1967- "Paul adds "Wonder if any of the lads from the above Units are still hanging
around?". Joined w.e.f. 1st July 1973.
591 - CAPTAIN (Rtd) STANLEY PERCY ALBERT SMITH,, G4BXV, 38 RAMSDEN STREET,
BARROW-IN-FURNESS, LANCASHIRE. Stan is a retired Sapper and, of course, belongs to the RE
Old Comrades Association as a Life Member, is a member of the Furness Radio Club (G4ARF) and
also a member of Barrow Council. He joined the RE in 1932 and retired in 1948. He saw service in
the 10th Railway Company at Longmoor (often training at Chatham). Then posted back to Chatham
as an instructor in the Training Battalion, and then to Ripon where the Battalion and School of
Military Engineering moved. Then overseas to Kaduna in West Africa where a Training Battalion was
training the Africans for service in Burma. After a period as 2 i/c Stan took over as acting OC of 36th
Field Company. Completion of the African tour saw a return to the UK to a War Office Depot at
Stratford-upon-Avon and then it was on to another Training Battalion this time at Newark. Stan's
military record shows that he went through every rank in the Corps of Royal Engineers up to Captain.
The shack contains, at the moment, a Trio TS510 + PS510, a Trio 515 and PS515. The antenna is a
G8KW Multi-band Dipole. Other gear includes a Microwave Modules 5 Watt transmitter and receiver
for 2 Metres with a 6 X 6 antenna operated by a Stolle Automatic Rotator. Both antennae are about 40
feet up. Membership w.e.f. 1stt July 73.
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598 - RICHARD HANKINS, TEMPLE LODGE, SOUTH STREET, DITCHLING, SUSSEX.
Richard doesn't tell us very much on his application form, except that he is a member of the CCF in
Brighton and acts as No.2 Op of National Net call-sign 44.
621 MIKE SHEPHERD LOWSON, BRS 28234, 39 LORDBURN PLACE, FORFAR, ANGUS, DD8
2DE. Neil joins us w.e.f. 1st June 1973 and is a member of the RSGB as well as the Amateur Radio
Mobile Society. He saw service with 92nd Signal Regiment (now the 39th) with whom he served far 4
years ("And enjoyed every minute" he adds). Main interests are now DX on 80 Metres and Top Band
using vertical antennas and loft antennas. Neil has two junior ops who keep him busy when the DX is
absent.
631 - DAVID ANDREW BOWER, BRS 35922, 36 NORWICH DRIVE, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX,
BD2 4LE. David joined the RE in June 1956 as a 'Regular' and was allocated 23481796. He saw
service with 4 Training Regiment at Aldershot for training as a Driver/wireless Op., although he had
little contact with the second part of the trade. Unfortunately David was medically discharged in
February 1958 with the rank of Sapper. He still regrets his discharge as he had intended making the
Service his career. However, he attempted to carry on in the ACF but again his disability would not
allow him to be accepted. Still undaunted, he applied for an instructors post with the Air Training
Corps and was accepted and is now a civilian instructor with 176 Sqdn ATC at Hove, specialising in
Signals (Know how you feel, David, I had 5 years instructing Signals etc., with 2234 Squadron ATC
in Brighton - Ed.). David has placed an order for QSL cards etc., so stand-by for the reports from the
Brighton area. David is also a member of the RSGB and RAIBC.
AFF 10 - RUBERY TROOP (SIGNALS) WORCESTER ARMY CADET FORCE, C/o 70 FARREN
ROAD, NORTHFIELD, BIRMINGHAM, 31. Rubery Troop holds the call-sign G4ACF and, judging
by the enclosed photograph, has a very nice set-up. The Troop has been the Signals Unit of the
Worcestershire ACF for the past seven years, holding the usual equipment issued by MoD. The
G4ACF call-sign has been held since April 1971 and the main interest, at present, is 80 Metre SSB on
Monday and Thursday evenings - these being parade nights. Hope to see G4ACF on the Thursday
evening RSARS Net soon.

FROM G2MI.
(As members will know, G2MI was made an Honorary Life Member of the R.S.A.R.S. at the AGM
on 14th July for "his services to Amateur Radio in general and to the R.S.A.R.S. in particular by his
efficient running of the QSL Bureau and the RSGB News Service". An extract from Arthur's letter of
acceptance is reproduced below).
"…..Will you please convey to the President and Council of the R.S.A.R.S. my grateful and delighted
thanks for the honour they have accorded to me in making me an Honorary Life Member.
Your letter came as a complete and very pleasant surprise and I am deeply honoured and moved by
your kindness
As you know I have never been an active service member or the Signals but during the War I was
closely associated with an organisation which, although operating under the aegis of "The Royal
Observer Corps", was, in fact, part of Royal Signals…."
With warmest wishes to you all. Yours sincerely,

G2MI
Royal
Signals No. 961
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A 9M2.
9M2DQ/RSARS 300.
(Jimmy has long been a keen supporter of RSARS despite being "on detachment" out in Malaya. We
welcome this article from 9M2DQ showing the happenings on a typical day. Jimmy may well be
remembered for his rhombics which helped his DX-ing when working farther South some years ago. Editor.)
As there appears to be quite a difference between Amateur Radio in UK and Overseas, perhaps the
following report of a day in the life of RSARS No. 300, 9M2DQ might be of interest.
0615 hours (2245 hours Z/GMT), dawn is breaking, Rover (the dog) is barking to come in and the
cat is howling to get out. Curse, get up, somewhat bleary-eyed, let cat out and dog in, but careful to
avoid same exit/entrance or there will be a fight.
Totter into radio room, open windows and turn on overhead fan. Temperature 80°F - chilly in red
pyjamas. Brilliant red sky to the East and can see Indian Ocean below rather grey.
Plug in LF Aerial, tune to 80 Metres. Local Malaysian Net on 3798, mostly in Malay. Note - literal
translation of audio feedback is "speaking from backside". Tune down the Band. Some EU stations,
call "CQ DX". Reply from two Europeans plus one 'G'. Sudden intense QRM from a harmonic of an
Indonesian broadcast station.
Switch to 40 Metres. Band here same as in G-land - 7⋅0 - 7⋅1 MHz. Perfectly horrible. Three
tremendously strong Radio Peking stations, Radio Pakistan and some Middle East station speaking in
Arabic. At least four Nets from Viet-Nam. Some on LSB, some on USB, all belonging to American
civilian contractor organisations. One asks me to QSY. Reply rather rudely and tell him about I.T.U.
He has never heard of it. Other Nets comprise the Siamese Police, Cambodian Army (at S9+), and
something like "Kong Ya Long Ho" for several minutes continuously. Next comes the Indonesian
Amy and the Laotian Police. Hear a couple of Philippine amateur Nets and some Japanese. Chinese
Amah brings tea. Feel better.
0650 hours XYL up. Announces she is going to market so lock up Rover who howls at S9 + 20dB.
Change over to Beam Aerial. 20 Metres. Europe is there together with severe noises in Spanish from
South America. Note that the States are not coming in. Ask "Is this frequency clear?". No reply. Call
"CQ DX". Asked to QSY. Try again and German station comes back. Followed by G3+3 station who
says first contact with Malaysia ever. Advise him to try 15 Metres more often. Long call from an I8
station in middle of QSO. Disregard. Second cup of tea arrives. Called by G6++ at 59+. Nice and
strong but audio appears a bit distorted. Find out the reason for this is that he has just returned from
the Club.
0700 hours (2350Z). Call VP2V++ but he replies to Europe. Pity he doesn't listen!!. Call "CQ West
Indies". Disregard one HA and two I stations. 9Y4LP at 59+ and joined by 9Y4EH. Continuous
mutterings in the background. Sudden nasty noise. Find that this is 'the Ticking Horror' which is a
commercial CW station on 14204 believed to emanate from Hanoi. He is S9+40dB on frequency and
S9+ key clicks at least 10KHz on either side. This fellow has bothered me for years. QSY.
Work weak VE8 station, who says it is below zero. To cheer him up, inform him that it is now
morning here, am sitting in red pyjamas, temperature 82°F and am looking down over the red roofs to
the sun shining on the Indian Ocean below. Coconut trees to the right, 'flame of the forest' on the left.
Brilliant green grass, red and purple orchids and red roses. Canadian station signs off!.
By golly, it's 0730. Rapid change to 15 Metres. Call WA6BJS on daily schedule. Carefully ignore
two JA stations saying "Break-o". Signals weak but OK. Herb says he has worked another new
country. Oh dear!.
Rapidly work 3 JA stations and JE stations. "QSL via JARL...etc.". Turn beam round to Australia
and work two VKs and one ZL. Wish Danny VR1AA was back from long leave.
Local QRM. XYL returns. Lets Rover out. Cats howling at smell of fresh fish. Return to 20 Metres.
Beam to West. Work VP2AA at 59+ and ask him if he cannot make a trip to Anguilla some time.
More local QRM as RAAF helicopter overhead and Rover frantically barking in the garden.
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Temperature now 84° and feeling sticky so break off to go shower, wash, shave and get dressed.
Breakfast. Local paper - curious rape case in Kuala Lumpur. Sit down and make up QSL cards for
some 40 minutes. Note that two cards from Europe are for times and days when I was not operating.
1000 hours. Post arrives. Rover barking again. 6 Airmail letters with QSL cards. Mostly with IRCs
but 2 from States with NO IRCs and demanding an Airmail reply. They won't get one - via the Bureau
for them.
Letter from Income Tax Advisors :- Due to the complexity of the newly adjusted U.K.-Malaysian
Double Taxation Agreement we strongly advise you NOT to transfer any income from U.K. this year
in the cases where such income arises from Companies registered in the U.K,". Cor!!!.
XYL decides to go down town., Get car out and lock Rover in. Noisy. In Supermarket delighted to
see new stock of 1½v batteries, just the thing for the 2 Metre portable so get several packets. Put in
with household goods. Taken out. Argument with XYL. Loose argument and pay myself.
Temperature now 89° and humid. Avoid several bicycles, trishaws and small boy walking in middle
of road. Cows also. Return home. XYL prepares Chinese lunch. As too hot and also too fat. I never
eat lunch so XYL gives me a large ice-cream instead.
Time for a rest, Retire to bedroom, turn on air-conditioner and prepare to read good book. Woken up
by Rover scratching on door. Rover jumps on bed and demands to go for a walk. Look at thermometer
and tell him to wait.
Turn on rig and check 10 Metres. The only beacon heard is 3B8MS at S1. Turn beam to Australia.
Switch to 20 Metres and listen on long path for any G's. As G2BUU is only S4 today - give it a miss.
Rover licks legs and makes a nuisance of himself. Got to be careful here. One day I was so late he
actually went to window and carefully took co-ax feeder in his mouth. Co-ax is expensive out here.
1450 hours. Ask XYL if she would like to come for walk with Rover. Given a firm refusal and
reminder of that trouble last week. (This was when Rover lifted leg against a large and formidable VK
lady who was sitting on deck chair!).
1500 hours. Arrive at beach having been delayed by:i) Rover entering house of an Australian family and leaving very large reminder in middle of
lawn. We both retire unobserved.
ii) Rover finding, in another garden, some monkeys up a tree and having hysteria. Whole
household wakes up and comes out in pyjamas. Smile nicely and say it is rather hot today!.
iii) Short but sharp dogfight on main road.
Public holiday. Beach crowded. General panic amongst small children on seeing Rover. Quite
unnecessary. Although Rover is very large and a fierce looking Alsatian he loves children and small
dogs and only wants to lick them.
Remarkable number of birds on the beach. Mostly Chinese but some Indian and Malay and a
considerable number of Kangaroo types. Bikinis seem to be getting smaller. Stop to chat to two
Hippies, one from U.K. Crumbs!. Rover has licked bottom of YL sunbathing, sudden shriek followed
by apologies in English, Malay and Hokkien. Put on lead and return towards Tanjong Bungah Park another dog fight. Arrive home covered in perspiration and complain to XYL. No sympathy
whatsoever and veiled suggestion that Rover was encouraged. Amah brings 3 glasses of fresh lime
juice and retire for shower.
1610 hours (1640Z). Check 28185-28200 for beacons, ZC4CY at S1, GB3SX nothing heard,
3B8MS S2. DL0IGI at S1 and a nasty Russian broadcast harmonic on 28200. Up to 28600 and call
"CQ 10". Disregard two Russian FM stations that drift out of the passband, work rapidly one YU and
three JAs. "QSL via P.O, Box 377, Tokyo". Roger.
Yell for another glass of fresh lime. Tune to 21470 KHz. Hear "Oranges and Lemons, say the bells
of Saint Clements". Thinks - Do ye ken John Peel was better in the old days. BBC News. Seems
Tricky Dick in trouble again. Further fighting in Viet Nam and Cambodia, and another
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strike in the U.K. Listen to comments from British newspapers and note that call-girls in good
demand. Check again on 10 Metres. GB3SX now at S1.
1700 hours. (0930Z). Rapid adjustment to 21354 KHz "Calling G6RC on schedule".
Disregard "Break-o, Break-o" from two JA stations. In comes G6RC (RSARS 064) about S6 and in
good heart. Seems that he has now received some more QSL cards and DXCC is well over 300
confirmed. Damn. Remind him of the Spratley Island DX-pedition. (He missed it). Joined now by
cheerful voice of Bill Brady, G5AFA, who, as usual, is about 1 'S' point better. Jolly good QTH
Selsey Bill, surrounded by water on three sides. Bill has retired to the U.K. Sensible chap is Bill.
Think of the old Bill Brady Bar in Singapore and hum softly:
Won't you go home Bill Brady,
Why don't you go home.
That's what a lot of Ws say to him but he's sensible!
Reg says beacons not bad. 3B8MS coming in and DL0IGI good so we pop down to 28607 and call.
G6RC about S3 but perfectly readable, we agree to normal schedule tomorrow. Sign off. called by one
Russian FM station and three on SSB. "100% QSL sure via P.O. Box 88, Moscow, my dear friend".
OK, but I seem to get darned few cards from there to here.
Cat's howling - time for tea. Watch cowboy serial on TV followed by news in Malay.
Ah, 1830 hours (1100Z). Quick QSY to 21325 KHz and join Hong Kong-Africa Net. VS6DM,
9V5XA, ZD9GC, etc.
Called on 'phone' by local 9M2 who wants a 2 Metre test. OK. Again explain carefully that for DX
it's CW and SSB that ought to be used.
1900 hours. TV news in Tamil. XYL announces that she is going off to Majong session.
1930 hours (1200Z). Quick QSY to 14320 for SEANET (This is the famous South East Asia Net.
On daily. Purpose is to put in touch with one another stations that wish to contact. The control then
tells them to QSY and gives a frequency. Usually stations check in from just about all call areas. This
is a good test for your knowledge of amateur prefixes!. Am a Founder Member, circa 1963). The
usual Net Controller, Paddy 4S7PB has been off for a month, HS4AGN is on leave in the USA, so
Carl, VQ9R is now Net Controller.
1200 hours GMT. "Good evening everybody, this is Carl, VQ9R calling SEANET. Is there any
Emergency or Urgent traffic? Calling 9N1MM. Good evening Father Moran, any traffic? Calling any
HL or HM stations. Calling A51ON. Any KH6 stations? KX6?, Any VS stations for SEANET?. Any
JA1s, 2s. Any KA2s?, JA3s or 4s, 5s or 6s, KA6s?, any JR6s?, JA7s or 8s?, any KA8s?... This list
then continues : XW8s, HS1s, HS2s, HS3s, HS4s, HS6s, XU1AA, XV5AC, 9M2s, DU1s, DU2s,
DU3s, DU4s, 9M6, 9M8RY, VS5LH (N.B. Where is our VS5 RSARS chap?) (No news of Paul,
VS5PW but take a listen for, possibly, VS5MC by the time you read this - Ed.) The list goes on,
KG6s, KC6's VK9s, then through the VK sequence followed by a call for ZLs and ZMs, YB0CK, any
YB1s to YB7s, VQ9s, MP4s in Bahrain, A6XF, A4XF stations, EPs, 3B6s or 3B8s, VS9s (where is
VS9MF, these days?). Any stations from Africa, 4S7's, VUs, APs. Any Maritime Mobile stations for
SEANET?. And so the SEANET continues.
Local QRM. Ask Amah to turn down News in Mandarin. SEANET now calling for South American
stations, then North American stations. Any latecomers?.
2100 hours Z. Take a rest. Tune to 29⋅45 and listen for Oscar VI beacon on S/N path. No go. XYL
back, Rover now wants to go for another walk. He hasn't a hope!. Wish G3LQP would start up the
Commonwealth Net again. Watch TV - FBI story.
2200 hours - News in English. Beam round to Europe and tune 20 Metres. Call urgently a JY6
station to ask news of an old friend and doings in Jordan. Nasty carrier and blowing sound on
frequency. An I2 station calls me for 5 minutes without stopping during QSO. Furious. I2 asks if I can
hear him. Reply "yes" and that he has no hope of a QSO or QSL from 9M2DQ. Conclude QSO with
JY6. Very nasty noise on frequency. Turn beam to North America. Tremendous West Coast signals
on 14200. Carefully tune up to over 14275 and ask "Is anyone on frequency?". No reply. Call "CQ
North America". Am asked to move by Traffic Net. Move up further and call again. Also
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asked to move. "This frequency is being used for phone patch traffic to the USA. A clear frequency
would be appreciated....". Listen on frequency for 10 minutes and hear nothing. Call "CQ" and again
asked to move. This is ridiculous!. QSY, call "CQ" and work a couple of W6s, a couple of W7s and a
couple of Canadians. Ask if there are any new stations on frequency. Tremendous signal from
W6+++, ask him to turn off his Linear. Not appreciated. Work weak WB6 who has never worked
Malaysia before. He is running only 100 Watts to a dipole and is delighted. Then, would I please QSY
as a Traffic Net wants the frequency. Odd. It is now 2330 hours local and 1600 hours GMT. Turn
beam to Europe. Go down below 14200 and call "CQ G". Called by UW6++. Ask him if he is in Gland? Conditions very good. Several G stations there and a tremendous signal from G3+++ near
Liverpool who has a quad at 100 feet. Another G, a new one this time. Nasty mutterings on frequency
from an I2. Change to LSB and he doesn't notice. Good. Constant carrier now - hope his linear blows
up. QSY. Work a few W stations and refuse to QSL Airmail direct. Midnight, temperature 84 degrees.
Decide on bed. After all there is always another day in the life of a 9M2!!!.

Members will now know that RSARS 798, W9IWI, Julian Jablin, was awarded the "Best Mercury
Article 72/73" Plaque at the last AGM. The following letter has been received from Julian - Ed.
".....I returned from a holiday in Scandinavia to find your letter informing me that I am to receive the
"Best Mercury Article" Plaque for this year.
This is, believe me, one of the most pleasant things that has happened in some 50 years of both
writing and hamming. Both pounding a typewriter and pounding a key have much in common -- each
is an effort to communicate with someone. We don't have much trouble in knowing what the results
are when we're on the air ...either someone answers or no one does. But when one writes an article,
there's always the question "Is anyone out there listening?". This very solid evidence that there was an
audience is most comforting to a writer. Please express my appreciation to the President and the
Council for this honor. 73,

DID YOU KNOW???
That Jordanian prefixes are as follows :
JY3 = Advanced Class 'A' licences, JY4 = Class 'A' licences, JY5 = Class 'B' licences, JY6 = Club
stations, JY7 = Club stations, JY8 = Tourists, JY9 = Visitors.
On April 8th 1962 W4UCH, Sterling, Virginia, QSO'd K3CPA, Washington, D.C., on 50 MHz.
Nothing unusual??. Both the Modulator and the RF section of the W4UCH rig were powered by
energy produced by bacterial organisms in a test tube " diameter and 7" long. The rig ran
approximately 1 milliwatt. This QSO demonstrated the early use of the "Biochemical Fuel Cell".
(QST July 1962)
QST for September 1973 (page 88) shows VQ9HCS as one of a number of "QSL'ers of the Month"
for speedy QSL returns. (See New Members).
That VE8NN, VE8FD and VE8HH are the only YL operators in the entire VE8 area. (Tnx QST Sep
73).
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ADP TO THE RESCUE.
BY 'BB'. AND 'BE'.
Or, Why do you now get up-to-date lists of members call-signs?
At the turn of the year, member 076, G3ONU, thought that it would. be a splendid idea if up-to-date
lists of members numbers and corresponding call-signs could be published in each quarterly copy of
the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society magazine "Mercury". The intention was that two lists
would be produced, the first in membership number order, with membership numbers followed by
call-sign, and the second in alphabetical order of call-sign, with call-signs followed by membership
numbers.
The task of sorting the list, after amendment, into alphabetical order was somewhat formidable.
However, 076 fortunately knew someone, who knew someone, who knew something about Automatic
Data Processing (Computers, to the uninitiated), and as a result of a successful piece of "chatting up",
two members of the late Project TRENCHARD team undertook to write a programme to persuade a
computer to produce the desired lists. We are happy to say that this is now working satisfactorily and
the master, from which the lists currently appearing in the Journal are photocopied, is actually printed
by a computer.
Since the programming was either a spare time activity or had to be fitted in between other tasks,
several weeks elapsed before any testing was carried out and then we were beset by numerous
problems such as getting the initial data into the computer correctly, a series of faults with the
terminal and the computer itself, and a low priority for getting a run anyway. There were also a
number of abortive test runs, sometimes caused by parity or punching errors on the input tape, and
sometimes because the stupid computer couldn't appreciate that the full stop following a job command
should have been a comma. (A job command is always followed by a comma!).
However, by the end of February, we had a programme which read in the initial data in the form of a
string of membership numbers with corresponding call-signs, then read in a list of amendments and
amended the data previously read. It then organised this amended data into pages having three
columns of sixty lines per page, added headings and printed it out. Next, the programme sorted the list
into alphabetical order of call-signs. Leaving those starting with numeric character to the end, reshuffled the data so that call-signs preceded membership numbers, and again organised it into pages.
Finally, headings were added and the list printed.
At this stage the programmers decided to add a refinement and put in a routine to punch out the
amended data on paper tape, for use as initial input for the next run. This worked well the first time it
was used, but a change of operating system at the computer installation later resulted in a complete
load of garbage. This was overcome, and further refinements, like underlining the headings and
improving the spacing, were added. Several changes of output format were suggested by "you-knowwho" and tried out, and we finally agreed on the layout now in use.
We, the programmers, would like to say that we enjoyed this task, and we wish all members of the
RSARS many happy re-runs.
With the demise of Project TRENCHARD and the consequent imminent loss of computer facilities
enjoyed until now, it is hoped that future running of the programme will be undertaken by some
stalwart at DADPTC, BLANDFORD.
For those interested in facts and figures :The computer used so far is an ICL 1907E with 160K of core, operating under GEORGE 3 MK7.
(MK6 at the start of this venture). The program is written in PLAN 3, compiles to 399 instructions,
and uses 6080 words of core. It takes 27 seconds to compile and run, but if the program is held in
semi-compiled form, a run is completed in 18 seconds.
Notional cost of each run is £3. (We don't actually have to pay).
"BB and "BE"
( Your Editor was particularly pleased to see this short note from "BB" and "BE" describing the
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large amount of work which went into this venture. On behalf of all members I would like to pass a
sincere vote of thanks to the programmers and all concerned. Several years ago, I compiled a similar
list for about 600 members. This included sorting out the call-signs, arranging a list, typing the skins,
scrounging the paper, and turning the duplicator many, many times. The whole process took the best
part of four weeks leave - and to think it can now be done in less than half a minute. Thanks must also
go to 076 who started the idea and saw it through. The program is now safely settled at Blandford and
(at the time of writing) is subject to another series of amendments. As soon as those "non fare paying
passengers" are removed from the RSARS 'bus, a brand new list will be sent to all members.
Incidentally, "BB" and "BE" were working pseudonyms allotted to two members of the Project
TRENCHARD team by the team leader, so that all their work could be identified throughout the life
of the project. The initials hide the identity of Bill Kightley and Jo Denholm - if you bump into them
in the local, buy them a beer, they, deserve it!. Editor.)

"HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS".
Mike Webb, G3OOQ/RSARS 685 recently wrote : ".....I hold in trust a copy of "Handbook of
Technical Instruction, for Wireless Telegraphists" by Hawkhead and Dowsett, Wireless Press, 1915. I
can supply photocopies of any part at cost. Several references have been made to this book in
"Mercury" in the past. I regret that I cannot lose possession of the book - or have to pay for the
photocopies myself!!....."
If you are interested, please drop a line to Mike at the following address :
MIKE WEB, G3OOQ/RSARS 685, 14 TOWNSEND ROAD, TIDDINGTON, STRATFORD UPON
AVON, WARWICKSHIRE.
Don't forget the courtesy of an SAE.

179A(P) - AGAIN.
(This incident in the life of a semi-secret-service agent was forwarded by G3YZO. Bob suggests you
have a go - it's not as difficult as it seems. Two 50p RSARS vouchers for the first two correct entries
opened at HQ after 1st January 1974. Send your answer, and your explanation, to the Editor,
"Mercury".)
There was our WSA3WG sitting at his desk, headphones clamped to ears, when he heard some lunatic
on CW rattling on, at about 55 wpm and sounding like a teleprinter. It seemed that it was our semisecret-service agent DOZ-E sending an urgent message for spares. WSA3WG, disguising his identity
by using AGW3WS, gave the agent a call, but all he could get out of him was a brief "..- --..", before
the unfortunate person at the other end was silenced. WSA3WG looked at the copy he had taken what was 1794(P) asking for??.
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THE BIRD.

G3DPS
Producing the draft for "Mercury" takes time. It also requires a certain amount of inspiration. This
inspiration is often obtained by gazing out of the window whilst sucking the end of a pencil (HB
preferred). Whilst sitting and gazing one evening wondering if I could ever find out who Tony Teasa
was, I became aware of a face staring at me from the other side of the window. It was an owl. Not
very surprising as Blandford abounds with wild life. We continued to stare at each other. When the
owl spoke, it came as no surprise either (after a spell as Gen. Sec. cum Editor very little surprises
you!). "How much do you really know about your members?" asked the wise old owl. My first
reaction was to ask him what the h--- it had to do with him, but decided that there must be a good
reason for his asking. Drawing on the First-reserve-every-time answer, I said "Why?". "Well, lets see"
he said, "Who went into a radio shop in Amiens, France, before Dunkirk and on reading the 'Hours of
Opening' card discovered it was the owners QSL card - F8YH?". "No idea" I said. "Well, try asking
G2YS", he said with a knowing look "And, incidentally, in the 1965 Call-Book, F8YH was still listed
as George Ferrand, Chantenay-Villedieu, Sarthe, France". "Really" I said trying to appear
disinterested. "Yes" he went on, "And who laid 3 pairs of D8 cable under a famous French river using
a row boat and a motor boat?". "Don't try to kid me" I said "I happen to know that D8 isn't a
submarine type cable". The last bit was added with an air of smugness. "Nevertheless he said, "I think
if you ask GI5DX/RSARS 288 he will substantiate my statement". "Go on" I said knowing that he
would anyway. "Right, where was G2TT/RSARS 291 on the 19 October 1940?". "I haven't got a
clue" (I had to admit). "Arthur was in Egypt. By the way, he came from Enfield then, not Woodford
Green as now". This really was a wise old owl, I decided. "OK" I said "Who was a Signalman in
1940, and lived at the same address as he does now, the only difference being that he had no 'G' prefix
to his call?". (Thinks - that's stumped him!). "Easy" replied the owl "G2DHV/RSARS 643". The owl
changed his weight to his other foot and blinked. "Who sent 'CQ DX 20' on a commandeered taxi
horn on arrival in Malaya in 1940?" he queried, with a "All mortals are stupid." look. I thought. Must
have a guess. "G3ONU?" I ventured. "No" he replied with a click of the tongue and a shake of the
head. "It was RSARS 409 or, as you know him now G3BA". "Oh" I interjected. But he hadn't
finished. But he was then GM3BA - and he didn't get a reply to his CQ either". "And who was
promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel in 1940 and. decorated with the OBE (Military Division) for his
services to the Royal Corps of Signals in France?". "I don't know" I admitted expecting him to tell me
anyway. "Well, I suggest you make an attempt to find out" he said "He is still a member of RSARS
with a number in the 180's". The knowing look in his eye told me that another question was about to
be fired in my direction. I was correct. "Who had a ear in 1940 with the registration number JK
2103?". "Winston Churchill" I suggested. "Your ignorance is not covered by your supposed wit" he
remarked "It was G6LL RSARS 393". I gave up. "Is there anything you don't know?" I asked, more in
desperation than in a quest for knowledge. His reply shook me. "Yes" he said, "When the happy
smiling photo of Captain C.R. Emary G5GH/RSARS 247 was published in 1940 why was it labelled
"Captain Titch?". I shook my head. By way of consolation he added, "By the way, before that he had
been VS6AX, you know". I changed the subject. "How old are you?" I asked. "Age does not matter
to an owl, only knowledge". He looked around as if getting Flight Path clearance. "I'll be back in the
not too distant future" he said as he took off and disappeared on noiseless wings. I shook my head as
if to clear it. The end of the pencil was a wet soggy mess. I called to the XYL "Did you hear that owl
talking to me?" The reply was merely "Don't you think you've done enough for one day. How about
you having an early night for a change?".
P.S. My friend will come back again, I know he will and the tablets are working wonders.
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QUA?.
A paragraph in a letter from G3UAA asks :
"I wonder if you could find space for the following request for information? METAL LOCATORS.
Pulse induction type, needed by G3UAA, QTHR or will chat about same off Nets, skeds to be
arranged. Our members in the States are my best bet here, for firms in the USA have been making
these units for some time. The only British firm found to be making these pieces of equipment will
not divulge any details apart from block diagrams".
(To save you looking up the Call-Book. the address is, David (Alf) Ramsey. G3UAA.
28 Loxley Road. Glenfield. Leicester. LE3 8PB. - Ed.).
THE RSARS CROSSWORD - SOLUTION.
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DID YOU KNOW?
That G4BKU, Ron Foot, of 10 Hughenden Road, Horfield, Bristol, BS7 8SF has FOR SALE A 4gang capacitor, 12 - 532 pfd, aluminium vanes, low loss construction, with ceramic spinal and
insulated pillars. Rotor is isolated from frame. Used as a lumped capacitance only and in AS NEW
condition. Current price £14 + VAT. ASKING PRICE £3 - 50p. Contact Ron at the above address.
That DA2XT/G3UCT expects to be in VP1 by December for 1½ - 2 years.
That Cpl Bob Norcross (RSARS 606) who has been VS9ARN and VS6AF in the past is now
VK6WO and hopes to re-activate a VS6 call-sign in the near future.
That RSARS 896, John Harrison of Radcliffe, Manchester, has offered a collection of old radio books
and vintage radio gear to the Wireless Preservation Society. If you have anything of interest to donate,
please write to : G3KPO at Homa House, Quadring Watergate, Spalading. Lincs.
That by the time you read this, Dave Sugden, ZC4DS, will be back in the UK and signing G4CGS?.
That 450 operators were due to go to Ogasawara Islands with the JD1 DX-pedition between July 27th
and August 11th?. Calls were to be JD1AHN, JD1AHR, JA3LWA/JD1 AND JA3THL/JD1. Anyone
work them?
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THIS ISSUES CATALOGUES.

ETC.

Several interesting Catalogues, etc, have come through the Post in the past couple of months. One
was from KW Electronics Ltd of Dartford, Kent. This contained details of many KW products,
including the KW2000E (All amateur bands 1∙8 - 30, plus 2∙0 - 2∙3 and 15∙0 - 15∙5 MHz on receive,
180W PEP on SSB, 150W on CW, a stability of within 100 Hz after 30 minutes warm-up and less
than 100 Hz with 10% line voltage variation, carrier suppression of 50db from peak output, a RX
sensitivity of 0∙5 microvolt for 10db Signal-plus-noise to Noise ratio, etc. etc.). If you are a 'separates'
man then there's full details of the KW202/KW204 set-up. For that 'awkward' antenna there's the KW
E-Z Match and the KW 107 (the latter is in use at G4RS and works well). For the man who has
everything at 180W PEP, there's the KW1000 Linear and for the other man who has everything
including TVI there is the KW Low Pass Filter. If you are keen on improving the antenna system
there is the KW Balun, the KW Antenna Switching Unit, the KW Trap Dipole and the KW103
Combined SWR/RF Power Meter. Don't forget the KW108 Monitorscope if you want to see what the
signal looks like. On the receive side, how about the KW110 Q-multiplier? KW Electronics handles
many other products besides, including CDR Rotators, Hy-Gain Antennas, Mosley Antennas, HZP
Baluns and Yaesu Musen equipment. Also G-whip Antennas, Dummy Load resistors by Electrosil,
Shure Microphones, Auto Transformers, Hitachi SW Car Radio Adaptors, 'T' Insulators, Ribbed
Polypropylene, Danovox Headphones, Mullard FX1587 and 1588 Ferrite Rings, Copper Aerial Wire,
Polystyrene Cord, Mechanical Filters, Vibroplex Keys, and Valves including 7360, 572B/T160L,
6146, 6146B, 6HF5, 6LQ6 (Singles and Matched Pairs). Drop a line to KW Electronics Ltd,
Vanguard Works, 1 Heath Street, Dartford, Kent, DA1 2LH., or ring Dartford 25574. Mention
RSARS and don't forget the 5%, discount offered to RSARS members.
From a little nearer home (Southampton) comes a couple of catalogues from Western Electronics.
Browsing through shows the following : The solid-state FT101, the FL-2100 Linear, the FT-75
Transceiver, the FT-200 Transceiver, the FT-DX-401 Transceiver, the FL-400 Transmitter, the YC305 Frequency Counter, the FL-2500 Linear Amplifier, the FL-2000B Linear Amplifier, the FT-2FB
2 Metre Transceiver, the FT-2 Auto, the YC-305D Frequency Counter, the Model TE7-01 and TE702 Antenna Noise Bridges, etc. If you are interested in Slow-Scan, Western Electronics advertise the
Robot Model 70 Monitor and the Robot Model 80 Slow-Scan Camera. Other items include the Tempo
Solid State 2 Metre FM Amplifiers, 441- 432 MHz Transvertor, the FMB 20C 2 Metre Power
Amplifiers (90/50 Watts out - 10/1 Watt in), Power/SWR Meters, the MC-22 Speech Compressor,
type EK-26 and EK-70 Electronic Keys, Caslon Clocks and Honda Portable Generators. This
catalogue is well illustrated and gives complete technical details of all items. A separate Price List is
issued. For further information, write to : Western Electronics (UK) Ltd., Osborne Road, Totton,
Southampton, Hants, SO4 4DN, or ring Totton (042-16) 4930 and 2785. Please mention RSARS.
The May 1973 Price List for Stephens-James Ltd, 70 Priory Road, Liverpool L14 2RZ shows a host
of 'goodies' from the Yaesu/Sommerkamp, Trio, KW, Shure, Hy-Gain, G-Whip, Barlow-Wadley,
Codar, Eddystone and J-Beams ranges. Details are also included of Microwave Modules 144MHz
Transistor Receivers and Transmitters, MOSFET Convertors and the Sommerkamp IC-21XT 2M FM
Transceiver. Write to above address or - ring 051-263-7829.
J-Beams sent along their catalogue which deals with their well-known series of antennas. The 10/4Y
is a four element 10 Metre Beam giving 7 db gain. For 2 Metres types range from a Halo through
Crossed Dipoles, Omni-Vs, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 14 element arrays, including a Crossed 10 element Yagi
for Moon-bounce and Satellite tracking, to 4 over 4s, 6 over 6s and 8 over 8 arrays. For 4 Metres there
are 3 and 4 element Yagis and for 70 Centimetres 14, 18 and 46 element Yagis as well as an 8 over 8.
Rotators, mounting brackets, portable Masts and a host of accessories are included. Drop a line to JBeams Engineering Ltd., Northampton, NN$ 9JD, or ring (0604) 63531. J-Beams are also the UK
Agents for "VHF Communications", published in Western Germany but printed in English. The May
1973 edition covers A Modular ATV Transmitter, a 144 MHz Linear Amplifier, a six-digit Frequency
Counter etc. Good value at £2 annually for four editions.
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MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING :
The Chairman then called upon the General Secretary to read the minutes of the 11th Annual General
Meeting held on the 30th July 1972.
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MINUTES :
The Meeting was then invited to raise any matters relating to the Minutes of the previous Meeting.
There being no matters arising, the Chairman then asked that the Minutes be accepted as a true and
accurate record of the last Meeting.
Proposed by
: Mr. J. Button
G3YSK
Seconded by
:
Mr.
D.
Hayward
G3OMH
Vote : Unanimous - For
The Chairman then clarified various points in the Minutes of the last Meeting and gave explanations
on actions since taken by Council on matters arising. He spoke on details of the caravan suggested last
year and pointed out that the figures quoted (£1,250 for a new unit and £950 for a second-hand unit)
were beyond the resources of the Society. Various other problems, such as Insurance and the
availability of a towing vehicle had developed and the Council had decided to drop the project.
The Chairman then mentioned the reference to the G4RS News Service, and stated that the
suggested procedure of G4RS informing Net Controls of latest developments, new members, etc., was
working well, and GW3ASW was distributing this information on the SSB Net to Net members and
Listeners within the terms of the amateur radio license.
In accordance to a proposition at the last Meeting, the Awards Manager had 're-hashed' the Awards
Scheme as suggested and the new Awards rules were proving popular as was evidenced by the
increased number of RSARS Awards issued in the past year, and the increased use of the RSARS
QSL Bureau.
To clarify any misunderstanding regarding the election to Council of a Non-Serving Members
Representative, the Chairman stated that although it would appear that publication of the details in
"Mercury" had been overlooked last year, it was confirmed that Captain (Rtd) C.R. Mountjoy,
GW3ASW, RSARS 559 had been co-opted to the Council as Non-Serving Members Representative,
and, during the past year his valued opinion had been sought on several subjects, including the rewrite of the Society Rules. In order to avoid any further misunderstanding the Chairman announced
that, subject to the approval of the Meeting, Captain Mountjoy would serve as Council member for a
further period of one year. Captain Mountjoy indicated his willingness to serve in this capacity for the
period 1973/74.
The Chairman went on to state that the Rules of the Society were being revised and up-dated. No
major changes were envisaged, but such points as changing the financial year to permit the books to
be closed in good time prior to the AGM, changing the subscription to decimal currency and
clarification of members voting rights, etc., would be included. To bring the rules in line with
accepted procedure, they would be changed to permit all members, including Affiliated Clubs and
Societies to have one vote irrespective of class of membership, subject to the President or Councils
approval.
A question to the Chair regarding the proposed DX-pedition to Shiant Island (1972 AGM) was
answered by the General Secretary who stated that, due to Society involvement in "Flying Angel"
(Cross-Atlantic) communications it had not been possible to arrange this DX-pedition during the past
year. However, the project had NOT been completely abandoned.
APPOINTMENT OF COUNCIL MEMBERS :
The list of proposed Council Members for the following year was then presented to the Meeting for
comment and/or approval. There was no comment from the floor and the new Council was
unanimously approved by the Meeting.
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The Chairman then thanked G3HSE for his report and his past services to the Society by way of the
QSL Bureau.
The Chairman then "changed his hat" to that of RSARS Awards Manager and presented his report to
the Meeting. He stated that, the Awards Scheme was becoming increasingly popular and he showed
the Meeting examples of the "Special" Award and the "Bronze" Clasp Award. He then gave a list of
the various Awards issued within the last year.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS :
When Any Other Business was called for, G3POY, Mr. H. Smith proposed a vote of thanks to all
those concerned with the Society and the Annual General Meeting arrangements. This was
unanimously seconded by the Meeting and the Chairman made a suitable reply.
There being no further business, the Chairman then presented, on behalf of the Society, the following
trophies :
To G2KK - an inscribed plaque in recognition of his past services to the Society and on the occasion
of his permanent departure from the U.K. to New Zealand.
To G3NVK - The GW3ASW '5-59' Trophy, won in open competition during the previous year.
To Mr. Titchmarsh - The GW2OP Trophy for his continued excellent services to the Society in the
capacity of Treasurer.
To W9IWI ( In absentia) - The "Best 'Mercury' Article" plaque for his article "The Jablin Effect" in
the Spring 1973 issue.
Prior to the presentations the Chairman accepted from GW3ASW the '5-59' Trophy and commented
upon the generosity of the presentation and the excellence of the Trophy. He pointed out that this had
been presented by GW3ASW for annual competition between members.
There being no further business, the chairman declared the 12th AGM closed.
******************************
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TREASURERS REPORT
1972/1973.
It is once again my pleasure to report to you that the period 1972/73 has been a successful one for our
affairs and that our audited accounts show that our assets have increased by £242 86p from those
shown on last years Balance Sheet
Our auditors were P. M. Dowdall, G3YOB, RSARS 590 and L. W. Thompson G3VYZ, RSARS
173. I am sure that you will endorse my thanks to them for their efforts.
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.
The Interest shown on our statement of Account is for the period 1 July 1972 to 31 December 1972.
As the accounts were closed on 14 June 1973 the interest for the period 1 January 1973 to 30 June
1973 was not available and will appear on the next Balance Sheet.
PROPERTY.
Property purchased this year was as follows : Two Second-hand items of Test Equipment, a HAMM Rotator, a Mustang 3-element Beam and a Second-hand Rex Rotary Duplicator. This last item has
been in constant use by the General Secretary and should improve our 'communications' considerably.
HQ MAINTENANCE
The main expense on this account has been the overhaul by Heathkit of all the Heathkit equipment
(HF and VHF) held by the Society, at a cost of £47 38p.
SOCIETY MAINTENANCE.
This account covers postage, insurance and various day-to-day running expenses of the Society and
remains fairly constant, any increase being due to rising prices and postage.
AWARDS.
Our Awards Manager, Ray Webb, has been busy in this direction and has made a number of
improvements in this service.
SPECIAL EVENTS.
This account covers such things as the A.G.M. and any other event which involves the Society in
expenditure not normally incurred. This account remains reasonably constant. A minor account.
MERCURY.
The cost of producing "Mercury" remains reasonably constant.
STOCK AND SALES.
When present stocks are exhausted it is expected that the price of items sold to members will have to
increase - by how much is not known at the moment, but you can rely upon your Council to keep
these price rises to a minimum.
SUPSCRIPTIONS.
I see no reason to increase subscriptions as long as our members support the Society. It is hard
enough to prise 50p out of a lot of members - I shudder to think what it would be like if the
subscriptions were increased!

G. TITCHMARSH
TREASURER
R.S.A.R.S.
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THAT WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT THE ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY QSL
BUREAU WILL BE TRANSFERRED FROM DAVE G3HSE TO JOHN G3YSK.
CIRCUMSTANCES WELL BEYOND THE CONTROL OF DAVE HAVE MADE THIS MOVE
NECESSARY AND ON BEHALF OF ALL MEMBERS YOUR COUNCIL WOULD LIKE TO
THANK DAVE FOR HIS WONDERFUL PAST SERVICE. WE ONLY HOPE THAT DAVE WILL
NOW HAVE A LITTLE MORE TIME TO GET ON THE AIR AND THAT WE SHALL BE
SEEING A LOT MORE OF HIM. MEMBERS OF LONGER STANDING WILL DOUBTLESSS
REMBER THAT DAVE WAS GRANTED HONORARY MEMBERSHIP AND ALSO AWARDED
THE GW2OP TROPHY FOR HIS EFFICIENT RUNNING OF THE RSARS QSL BUREAU A
'CHORE' HE PERFORMED WITHOUT COMPLAINT AND FOR WHICH HE FLATLY
REFUSED ANY FORM OF REIMBURSEMENT, THE SIGN OF A TRUE 'AMATEUR'. STAND
EASY, DAVE, YOUR LEAVE PASS IS ON ITS WAY!
ALL MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEND THEIR CARDS AND ENVELOPES TO JOHN AT
THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS :
J. BUTTON ESQ., RSARS QSL BUREAU, 13 TAPLINGS ROAD, WEEKE, WINCHESTER,
HANTS.
YOUR COUNCIL IS CONFIDENT THAT "YANKEE SIERRA KILO" WILL GIVE THE SAME
HIGH STANDARD OF SERVICE THAT DAVE HAS BUILT UP OVER THE YEARS AND,
AGAIN ON BEHALF OF ALL MEMBERS, YOUR COUNCIL WOULD LIKE TO THANK JOHN
FOR TAKING OVER SUCH AN EXTENSIVE JOB WITHOUT A HINT OF 'ARM-TWISTING'.
TO ASSIST THE CHANGE-OVER IT WOULD BE APPRECIATED IF ALL MEMBERS WOULD
ENDEAVOUR TO CLEAR ANY CARDS THAT MAY BE HELD BY DAVE, ANY SURPLUS
ENVELOPES AT BROCKLEHURST STREET WILL BE SENT ON TO JOHN

P.S. THE ENCLOSED MEMERSHIP LIST IS AN 'EMERGENCY' ISSUE DESIGNED TO BRING
EVERYONE UP-TO-DATE. IT IS HOPED TO PUBLISH A MORE CONCISE EDITION IN THE
VERY NEAR FUTURE. FOR THE BENEFIT OF MEMBERS WHO PIN THEIR LIST ON THE
WALL OR PUT IT UNDER PERSPEX/GLASS ON THE OPERATING POSITION, A FEW
EXTRA COPIES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST OF A SAE (PREFERABLY FOOLSCAP
SIZE). NO NEED TO WRITE A LETTER JUST PUT "LIST' IN THE TOP LEFT HAND CORNER
OF THE SAE. TNX.
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EXTRACTS FROM MEMBERS LETTERS
**************************************
S. HIBBERT, G2DWN, 102, YORK STREET, EDGELEY, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE. ".....Sorry
for delay with subs but have not yet fully recovered from a long illness which started in December
1972. The XYL is also sick..... . I have not been able to get on the air for 8 months. I did switch on the
rig the other day only to find that the TX/RX is suffering with a couple of busted 6LQ6s. I will have
to see if Ted Heath will buy me a new pair!!!…". (Doubt if you will have much luck in that direction,
Sid, but perhaps some of our members can help. How about it fellahs? - a couple of 6LQ6s to get Sid
back on the Band? - Ed.).
J. MASON, VE3GUN, IMPERIAL COLLEGE FIELD STATION, SILWOOD PARK,
SUNNINGHILL, ASCOT, BERKSSIRE, SL5 7PY. ".....There still seems to be some confusion about
my address. It is now as above. My former address was 38 Gordon Road, Willowdale, Ontario,
Canada. The Spring Mercury came from Blandford to Sunninghill via Canada ....." (Sorry about that,
John, address card amended. Hope you enjoy your stay - Ed).
A,C. GRAHAM MBE, 11 WILDEEN, HARMONY HEIGHTS, LISBURN, COUNTY ANTRIM,
BT27 4SG. ".....Am now in civvy street - please note the new address....." (Good luck with the change
of suit, Alan.- Ed).
E.W. ASHLEY, G3OHJ/030, 33 HAZEL RISE, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX, RM11 2AR. "....Please
note that from 27/6/73 my future permanent home address will be as above.....".
J. LAWRENCE, G3PQY/774, 2A HALL ROAD, COTTINGHAM ROAD, HULL, YORKSHIRE.
"..... My new address is now as shown above.....".
J. RAYMENT, G3XAV/116, 35 (SM) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V), STOREY LANE,
SPARKBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, B12 8AT. ".....Am now back in the UK at the above address....."
M. WEBB, G3OOQ/685, 14 TOWNSEND ROAD, TIDDINGTON, STRATFORD UPON AVON,
WARICKS. "....I hold in trust a copy of the "Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless
Telegraphists" by Hawkhead and Dowsett, Wireless Press, 1915. I can supply photocopies of any part
at cost. Several references have been made to this book in "Mercury" in the past. I regret that I cannot
lose possession of the book, or have to pay for the photocopies myself!!….." (Tnx, Mike for the info.
- Ed).
C.H. MUNDAY, CLUB COLOUR HOUSE, 7 IRVING STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,
LONDON, WC2H 7AT. ".....We confirm that we have placed in hand your valued order for 50 ties in
the design of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society and these will be in the wider and longer
shape of 52" x 3½"..... .....We have impressed upon the mill that your order is required urgently and
we feel that they will co-operate..".(Members will realise that the price of ties will be slightly higher
than previously,. but, as you will see, you are getting slightly more tie for your money - Ed.).
A.W. HUNTER, G3JVD/190, 28 CEDAR GROVE, REDCAR-BY-SEA, YORKSHIRE. "...,.Have
not been on our Nets for some considerable time, mostly due to personal problems..... .... I am keeping
my fingers crossed that I may yet get mobile again in the near future. I have applied for a car under
the Disabled Scheme for both myself and the XYL. Fortunately, I still have a full driving licence.....
.….I am hoping to get on the Net some night in the near future to be able to say Hello to some of our
mutual friends..... ...Have not made many new contacts of late but my score stands at nearly 300
members worked. I missed out for two years when I had problems with this leg and was in and out of
hospital...." (Look forward to hearing you /M soon then, Wilf? Drop into the Net when you can, you
would be a new one for a lot of people - Ed.).
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From : 23998238 Cpl R.T. Morrison, 'A' Troop, 1 Squadron, 13 Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 : ".....I
have been on the air now for about 4 months over here, but still only now and then. Hope to work a
few of you soon with my KW2000A and a 18AVT/WB on the roof, 60 feet up.....". (Bob is now
DA2YP although you may have met him as G3VZP or DL5YO. Look forward to meeting you around
3720 one evening. - Ed).
From : Tom Griffin, G3GUV, 164 Eggleston View, Branksome, Darlington, Co. Durham, DL3 9SJ.
".....Please note my change of address,...." (Tnx - Ed.).
From : Edgar Wagner, G3BID/RSARS 381, 5 Ferncroft Avenue, London, NW3, "……I have read the
article on the Band Plan in "Mercury" July 1973, where you ask for members comments, especially
whether members want to see the Band Plan written into the licence, My view is that there is already
quite enough written into the licence. Let us not complicate the licence further. I gather that most of
those mentioned by G3CXE/RSARS 821 were Old Timers, two letter calls, etc., who did not abide by
the Band Plan. In that case time will cure the problem by itself. I agree with you that the vast majority
of UK amateurs stick to the "Gentlemans Agreement" although it is not enforceable by Law. I wonder
whether such a vast majority of UK amateurs stick to the Speed Limits, which are enforceable by
Law!
73 Edgar G3BID/RSARS 381.
From : K.G. King, RSARS 251, "Please note that as from September 3rd 1973 our address will be :
Golden Lion, Holt, Wrexham, Denbighshire, Tel, : Farndon 411".
From ; Nick Henwood, G3RWF/RSARS 293, "…..Please could you note my change of address to :
135 Arnold Lane, Gedling, Notts. I am not active at the moment due to the many tasks involved in a
new house but am gradually getting around to replacing my antenna, and I also hope to be active on 2
Metres in the near future".
From Edson B. Snow, W2UN/RSARS 676, 139 Edgeview Lane, Rochester, New York, 14618.
"……I retired from the US Army Signal Corps Reserve in 1966 after 30 years service with the rank of
Colonel. I had six years of Active Duty during WW II, two years of it overseas in North Africa, Italy
and Austria. I obtained my commission when I graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1936. I was on a British ship, the "Durban Castle" en route from Oran to Naples on the
day that Rome fell, and the following day, which was D-Day, I was assigned to the Supply Section of
HQ US Fifth Army spending the Summer of 1944 during the advance from Rome to the mountains
above Florence. In September 1944 I was transferred to HQ AAI (Allied Armies in Italy) commanded
by General (later Field Marshall) Lord Alexander. I was immediately assigned to the Signal Supply
Officer (US) in the L of C, Italy, a Royal Signals unit commanded by a Canadian Brigadier and
responsible for the construction and reconstruction of the main State Italian underground cable and
long distance telephone and telegraph networks. We were a small group of three US Signal Corps
officers, about six from Royal Signals, plus the Brigadier, plus a few GIs and British ORs. Our Wire
Officers planned the work, whilst my British opposite number and I obtained the needed supplies and
arranged for their issue to the Construction Battalions, whether they were US, British, South African,
US Air Force, etc. We also kept an Account - presumably for Lend Lease reckoning after the War!!
When HQ AAI became US 15th Army Group under General Mark Clark, our L of C Group was put
under control of AFHQ at Caserta. I stayed with this group until VE-Day in June 1945 when I
rejoined 15 AG which became US Forces Austria, and I was Signal Supply Officer for General Mark
Clarke's Headquarters in Vienna. Incidentally, I was a Major during the time I served with Royal
Signals…. …..My civilian job was in the Purchasing Department of Eastman Kodak here in
Rochester, New York. Our Company arranges Charter Flights for its employees all over the world so
when I took an early retirement in May 1970 I took a 3 week trip to England, Scotland and Eire and
my wife and I had a delightful time…..". (Hope you can arrange another trip Ed, you now have lots of
fellow members to meet! - Ed,).
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From : John Neville, WA6CEB/RSARS 557, P.O. Box 1698, Altadena, California, 91001. "….We are
now back at the 'salt mines' after our trip to England. Maybe another 2½ years hitch and I hope to call
it quits, but I do not know about settling back there, after taking a look at the real estate prices!!!….
….I was surprised to learn we had so many Stateside members. My nearest member would be Bill
G8KL/W6 400 miles North of me, all the others are about 3,000 miles East of me, so 40 and 80 Metre
operation from here would be a bit hit and miss. Now 20 is a different kettle of fish, I have been
getting through to the UK on quite a few Sundays around 1830 - 1930 GMT on the Ex-G Net on
14∙346 MHz so maybe we can stick with 14∙275 MHz around the same time on Sundays? 15 Metres
has been poor of late….."
No letter this time, but returned mail. Apparently, H. M. Billard, VE8CB/RSARS 708 is no longer at
P.O. Box 1397, Inuvik, North West Territories, Canada, mail having been returned marked "Moved,
Address Unknown" If you happen to hear where VE8CB is now, don't forget to let HQ know. Tnx.
From : L.J. Dicker G3VYT/RSARS 892, No. 76 Richmond Caravan Park, Reeth Road, Richmond,
Yorkshire. "…..to let you know my change of address to that shown above. Please convey my best 73
to all the lads including Stan, 3DSS, if he's around…. …..I am obtaining a DX 40 shortly and I should
like to get hold of a small suitable receiver to use with it…. ….I am a keen CW fanatic! If you hear of
a RX going cheap I would appreciate any info. Also as I expect to have a bit of spare time on my
hands in the near future, constructional type pictorial booklets would be appreciated...." (Les is now
recovering from a rather long and trying illness, but, we are happy to say, is now apparently making
good progress. Any help that members can give Les will be very much appreciated by HQ - Ed.).
From : Bill May, W3RX/RSARS 649, 9312 E. Parkhill Drive, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014. "…..If you
have anything for me get word to Roger Baines or Bill Brady (G5AFA-Ed.). I meet Bill at 1300, or
1400, or 1500, or 1600 on 14240. Nothing for ages from Ray Webb or Roger Brown who used to run
the Commonwealth Net. Where is Ray Vasper?. Where is Dennis Bowden? I have lost touch with the
old friends, particularly Dennis. Where is Derek Leese?….." (They are still around, Bill, and I hope
that this will encourage them to put pen to paper and fill the mail box at 9312! - Ed.).
From ; Jim Maddox, G3JBA/RSARS 749, 13 Cecil Aldin Drive, Tilehurst, Reading, RG3 6YP.
"…..CW seems to be getting terribly thin on the ground, Jack, perhaps a corner in "Mercury" could be
given over to members operating habits; activity periods; or their regular skeds with friends - so that
we could call in to say 'Hello'. Or maybe we could have an activity period on, say, Sunday mornings
on 3575 or near between 1100 - 1300 local, These are only suggestions…... …..I wonder if any of the
RSARS boys are using a Morse Keyboard yet?. They are beautiful to listen to and quite a few of the
W boys romp along nicely well in excess of 50 wpm…..". (Quite happy to publish details of members
regular operating times, Jim, if members will send them along. I see no reason why we should not
have a CW get-together on a Sunday morning as well as on SSB, Cyril is usually on parade on
Sunday around this time, and a CW Net might result in a mutual exchange of Net members. Don't
know if the Chief Key-Basher (Chas G3XTL/G3SIG) can make Sunday mornings. Even if not, there
is nothing to stop a Natter Net forming, so lets say Sundays, 1100 local, 3575 KHz and give it a whirl.
As regards the Morse Keyboard W5VA (RSARS 650, now a Silent Key) used one back in 1966 and
considered that they were first-class. - Ed.).
From : 24300171 Dvr Harrod M.J. Intake 374, 2 Troop, 'B' Sqdn., The Depot Regiment, RCT. Buller
Barracks, Aldershot, Hants, GU11 2BX. "…..As you will see by the above address I have taker the
"Queen's shilling" and signed on…… ……..I hope if I pass RCB that I will be commissioned into
Royal Signals. If I am not lucky at RCB I hope to transfer to Royal Signals for training as a
Technician of some sort….. ..…I have passed the RAE but still need the CW Test…." (Congrats on
the RAE and wish you the same luck with the RCB, Mike. Good luck in the Service).
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From : E.G. WHITE, GW3LAD/452, 41 St, Alban Avenue, Cardiff, CF4 4AS, "…..You invited
comments on several topics in your July editorial. Here are my thoughts briefly.
BAND PLAN : CW to be exclusive to the lower segments as at present. I would be happy to see this
written into the license. Rest of Band to be shared. In practice this allows 'phone users to switch to
CW (when communication is tough) without needing to change frequency. The habitual CW users
(being inherently better operators) would tend to remain in their exclusive segments! Only for crossmode contacts would they be likely, to enter the upper segments.
SPORADIC 'E' - PHOOEY. This was an interesting and clearly written article by G5VO. I have not
worked any VHF DX yet and have no experience of this phenomenon. However, my son read the
article whilst up from Kent for a short visit. He remarked that when he is able to receive FM
programmes from Germany, the freak DX arrives from places in a straight line, e.g. Aachen and
Cologne, which seems to back the 'mirror' theory.
RTTY. I would be glad to see readable articles on the subject but wonder how much space the
equipment requires. Also I would be nervous about creating 'orrible noises - including the gnashing of
teeth from local hams!………"
From : T.R. WEBSTER, RSARS 028, 15 Drummond Avenue Great Sutton, Cheshire, L66 4UP. …."I
have been thinking a long time about the possibilities of the Society getting into the Government
Surplus Market, especially as regards Radio gear…… …..I work for the Manchester Ship Canal
Company at a place called Stanlow, driving a 27' Ferryboat and also working on a telephone
switchboard and with VHF Radio (Redifon 'Marinas')….. …..I don't know what has been said in
"Mercury" re Ted, 089, and CW, but it seems someone has been trying to change the meaning of the
'Q' Code - sounds risky to me!. One thing I always used to use was ET for 'and'. Always seemed
logical to me. Logical - sounds like Mr Spock!!. For those interested, I am ex Royal Signals,
19001106, 3 Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, MELF, also 23827262 with AER....". (As regards
Government Surplus, this could be a very big project and needs careful consideration. However,
enquiries are being made and details will appear in "Mercury" if this is felt to be a worthwhile project.
Regarding the 'Q' Code - see Stan's letter above. Thanks for the letter, Tom. Ed.).
From : K.W.L. MORGAN RSARS 220, 10 Elm Drive, Hatfield, Herts, "……Please also note my
change of address. As I have got as far as writing to you, I thought a brief resume of my Signals
Association might be in order. After Basic Training in Catterick in October 1950, I moved to 3 TR
(Gallowgate Camp, Richmond) to be trained as an OWL. My next move was to HQ M.S.R. in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaya and after a short time as a Radio Op in HQ I was transferred to, and spent the
remainder of my time with, A.S.S.U. (Air Support Signals Unit) based still at HQ Malaya. Then
followed 3½ years with 53 (W) Infantry Division TA, still brass pounding, as luck would have it.
Then followed a period of QRT due to professional commitments. Then in 1963 I returned to 92nd
Signal Regiment, Special Communications AER. On disbandment of the AER I found myself
transferred to what is now 39th (City of London) Signal Regiment (V) and I am still able to have more
than my fair share of "brass pounding" - a possible reason why I have not got my 'ticket' yet! I hope
that this will be rectified very soon. It would be nice to think that if any of this resume got into print it
could mean a reunion with some old comrades, particularly among 'The Virgin Soldiers'!…." (If you
were around KL at the time drop a line to 220 at the above address - Ed.).
From : D. RANDS, RSARS 855, 42 Bishopsfield, Harlow, Essex, CM18 6UJ. "…..In response to
your appeal for duplicate reference books, I have had a search around and found one on Transistors
which I hope will be useful…." (Many thanks, Doug, your contribution is now included in the Library
- Ed.).
From : G.W, ADAMS, G4AKN/884, 42 Orchard Avenue, Berkhamsted, Herts., HP4 3LG. "…..In
answer to your "Mercury" request for detailed address this letter will show only Postal Code
additional to address used. Two points I would like to raise. Reference has been made to CW Nets.
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I find the 'Q' Code is not covered sufficiently to cover the phrases I hear. Where can one obtain a
comprehensive glossary, please?. Even on what was called R Toc one hears symbol phrases to be
guessed at.
I have also a bug about ATUs and have made several including the corrected Z-Match shown in
"Mercury". All have tended to 'flap in the wind' capacity-wise at one end or the other. Length of aerial
is a factor (100'), and I have an old 19 Set variometer which used to tune the Sherman's whip and
serves fairly well but is so spidery in construction. Could members be prevailed to debate their
experiences? There is no doubt TX success hangs on loading. I am not sending an SAE as I note RS
letter mode (?). Text book approach rarely launches away from next to ideal circumstances. To do so
creates a field of conjecture and surmise, therefore, scrubbed around, no doubt. So many of us are in
that "field" and mayhap conditions sometimes concur?.
I did attempt a Noise Bridge to assess antenna impedance. It wasn't noisy! On reflection, what f
would it represent?. Surely one needs to know the impedance at f engaged, i.e. TX frequency?
Finally, may I say the passing of years 'enhances' cogitation but not patience towards a goal. Trust
the criticisms aimed in some letters is not too onerous. It comes from lack of consideration of how
much work is involved in setting up. No essays have been offered from here because of "my day is
relatively 'steam' and almost equally forgotten". Discussion, I believe, should continue where
literature leaves off....." (Tnx, Gerald, for all the info. Your Noise Bridge problems we pass to any
Noise Bridge Specialist Members and, perhaps, a member or two may like to drop you a line about
ATUs -Ed.).
From ; Des Barry, G3ONU, in a letter headed "Somewhere between Wilton and London and return by
courtesy of Her Majesty's Government and British Rail". ".....Well done, - the last copy of Mercury,
No. 44, was, in my opinion, the best you have yet produced. Mind you, it was made even more
interesting as my unnumbered Flash Sheets were stapled in the wrong order and in some cases the
wrong way round. This leads me to suggest that for your next competition, why not send out loose,
unnumbered, unsorted "Mercury" and Flash Sheets and give prizes to all those who send back copies
of both correctly stapled. This would save you (and the Netheravon Nightingale) lots of time and
would give an indication of the number of people who bother to read what is written. (A quick word
of explanation here - The Netheravon Nightingale, alias G3EKL/046 got a mention as he was
unfortunate enough to drop into HQ when the Flash Sheets were being assembled. I hasten to add that
(mainly because he is bigger than me) he was in no way responsible for the few people receiving an
up-side-down wrong-way-round copy of the Flash Sheets. This all came about due to constant
reshuffling of the 11,000 sheets to try and arrange them in some sort of order to reduce the total
mileage walked in collation below 25! - ED.)
It would also ensure that the really interested member would not retain "Mercury" and could not,
therefore, write letters to you about the things that some members write about!
Now this would be a pity, because I am certain that "Mercury" exists for MEMBERS thoughts,
words and deeds. Their articles, doings, opinions, letters, ads, wants, dislikes and likes, histories, etc.
It should not contain material by non-members unless there is space to spare. Not that you can have
any space to spare if you can produce 12 pages of Flash (22 with the 'Who's Paid' pages - Ed.) so why
must we have the BASIC ELECTRICTY? I cannot agree with Bill (340) that "Mercury" should cater
for the newcomer. Take a look at our membership requirements. You will note that the common bond
between us all is Amateur Radio and connections with the Army. If we meet these requirements then I
submit we are past the Basics stage, and even if a few of us are not, I do not believe that "Mercury"
should contain anything that can easily be obtained elsewhere. The Public Library have plenty of
good books on Basics and they can be borrowed free of charge. Of course, it's a healthy sign that you
get a lot of "stirring type" correspondence, Jack, and you can never please all members with the
contents of "Mercury", but I really do believe that it should be FOR THE MEMBERS, BY THE
MEMBERS unless all else fails. Of course, you might ask members, once again, what they want, a
simple tick type questionnaire which could be returned via G3HSE ( increasing the QSL return at
the same time! ) or direct to you. But I am willing to bet that you
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wouldn't get more than a 25% return from the membership, so why bother? Talking of G3HSE (and
doesn't Dave do a good job as QSL Bureau Manager?) leads me to note that yet again the old question
of the necessity of QSLs for Awards is raised in the last "Mercury". Well, Jack, if one member can
make a mistake on the actual number of QSOs he has had, then that is reason enough to retain the
rule. Of course, it's not easy to get the QSLs - patience, not money, is required, and I suggest that in
the long run the more difficult it is to attain, the more valuable the Award will be, and I am strongly
against devaluing our Awards. Why, someone might even suggest deleting the CW requirement from
the Special Award! (All those in favour write to me - not to 046!).
I think that G5VO's article on Sporadic 'E' was the best thing in "Mercury" for a long time. What
about a cheap and cheerful AM/CW TX for 2 Metres for us who want to get on 2 cheaply. Don't tell
me I can get it from the Public Library please - I want a member to tell me how he did it.
73 076 G3ONU.
P.S. I still haven't got that old GPO type brass Morse key!!
(Thanks for another Epistle according to 076. The Basic Electricity appears (by kind permission of the
Commandant, Training Brigade) in response to requests from members. We aim to please the
majority and if only one member asks for a certain type of article, he is the majority until someone
else writes and says we shouldn't have it. We now have this position of "Evens-Stevens" so we revert
to a First Come-First Served basis. If luck is with me, by the time we get all the letters in both for and
against, the series should be finished.
By the Members, For the Members is, of course, a very worthy cause. However, although For the
Members presents no problems, By the Members often does. A request has been made for articles on
RTTY. A first-class article is at hand, written by a member but previously published in a National
Radio magazine. To Print or not to Print - that is the question to amend a phrase from a well-known
non-member. Similarly the Public Libraries have, or can get, almost any textbook on Radio and
certainly those which cover any possible future articles in "Mercury". What is the answer?, - I leave
this to the 25% of the membership who, it is hoped, will write and tell me what they would like to see
in "Mercury" and, perhaps more important, what they are prepared to write about for "Mercury". One
final observation on the above letter - what the heck does G3ONU want with a CW TX? - Ed.).
From : Bill Doe, G3XRY/RSARS 734, 48 Jenningtree Road, Erith, Kent. ".....Perhaps you may
manage to insert a few words in "Mercury" re the 5% Discount to all members of the RSARS offered
by K.W. Electronics, and, of course, the fact that we shall be happy at all times to see any of them if
they find themselves in the K.W. Electronics area....." (Tnx, Bill, for the reminder and very happy to
pass on the info to all members. K.W. Electronics offer a wide range of 'goodies' for the radio amateur
(see details elsewhere). Please quote your membership number when ordering from KW. It is hoped
to forward an up-to-date membership list to KW in the near future to ensure that this concession is not
abused. Remember, if you are buying, for instance, KW202 and KE204 (Basic Units) this could save
you as much as £15 or more. Worth thinking about. Please deal direct with KW Electronics and NOT
via HQ).
From : J.A. Batchelor, RSARS 647, 28 Asket Walk, Seacroft, Leeds, LS14 1JE. ".....I was interested
to see the comment by G8LT/290 as I have been copying Robin and G6JF on RTTY for over 2 years
now and have regular letters both ways. I would also like to see more Gs active on RTTY and see a
Net started in this mode. I can take 45∙5 or 50 Bauds at any shift at the flick of a switch, so count me
in!..... .....I could do with a good circuit for a 170 c/s shift filter. Haven't had any success here as I lose
the 'Q' of the coils which makes it very lossy..... .....I also want to make a skeleton clock (Jim has a
complete Workshop - Ed.), we have 23 clocks in the house but no skeleton, so I shall make one,
which should be interesting. On the radio side, the HE-80 RX could do with a couple of new valves
and re-alignment. Will then chase RSARS Awards. Would also like to see some 'gen' on SSTV which
would give another mode of reception at this QTH.....(Trust that all 23 clocks are not the striking type,
Jim, otherwise the QRM must be rough four times an hour!!!
- Ed.)
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A long letter from Nobby, G3VUC/RSARS 719, tells us that he now spends about 18 hours a day
lying on his back due to disability. He apologises to the Net for his absence but is still very interested
in radio (and very cheerful, by the tone of his letter). If you hear Robby, why not make a special effort
to give him a shout?.
From : W.E.F. Corsham, G2UV/RSARS 330, 143 Abbotts Drive, Wembley, Middlesex, HA0 3SH.
".....Not been too good the last two years but at 73 can't grumble and am now picking up again. Was
starting work in my loft - which is a terrific junk heap containing quite a lot of veteran equipment
which I have promised to the New Amateur Museum, but back trouble has prevented me from getting
up there! I recently found a packet of about 30 films taken during my training at the two R.E. (Signal
Section) Depots at Bedford and Fenny Stratford during 1917/18. I was too young then to go overseas,
but being, as it were, a trained P.O. operator on Sounders, etc., I was employed chiefly in the HQ
Signal Office on land-line work. Getting fed up with this and, even then, having the Radio Bug, I was
able to transfer to the W/T Section at Fenny Stratford - not without considerable trouble for I was also
instructing on Morse at the local Signal School and the Powers-that-be took a poor view of the
transfer....."
"
.....I have been a "Photo-Ham" since 1909 (when 1 joined the Boy Scouts Hi!) and there was
apparently no objection to me using a camera in my training days. I used to develop and print them
under a blanket in the billet....."
".....I did find some developer, paper and fixing salts (all 6 years old) the other day, So I dug out my
old equipment, only to find the condenser was missing, so I rigged up a hasty diffusing system to light
the films....."
".....Well, I am enjoying life on 80 Metres at present - still Home Brew - using roughly 100 Watts
and this year, (except for a few overseas contacts), looking up old friends and making a few new ones.
Met one old friend I hadn't heard for 50 years....."
".....I do agree with the Band Plan - it helps to keep order in the chaos. I keep an Xtal frequency in
the 'phone end and QSY if the other fellow wants a phone QSO....."
Best 73 to all
Bill Corsham
Two Uncle Vic.
(Many members will know Bill, but for those who don't Bill has been a radio enthusiast for 60 years,
he was a prize winner in the first successful Trans-Atlantic Tests in 1922, a member of the Founding
Committee of the RSGB in 1923, the Founder Secretary of the London Members Luncheon Club
(1950), and he issued the first authentic QSL cards in Europe. The photos (which, unfortunately, we
cannot reproduce here) shows typical training scenes in WWI including a very smart bed-pack
complete with boots (complete with 13 studs?). These will be used on a "Photo-Board" to be
constructed at HQ for display at various events. If YOU have any photos to spare of amateur radio
interest, please send them along to HQ with details lightly pencilled on the back. Shacks, antennas,
personalities, etc., - anything of interest will be welcome. - Ed.)
From : Dave Bower, RSARS 631, 36 Norwich Drive, Brighton, BN2 4LE. ".....I am pleased to inform
you that I succeeded in passing the RAE at the first attempt, and am now pressing on with the CW in
order to get a G4+3. I shall be taking the Morse Test towards the end of October....." "..…I already
have the TX - I bought it in January to beat the dreaded VAT!. RX is a Yaesu FR50B and the TX is
an FL50T. 50 Watts PEP - it won't actually bend the ether but what's a few S-points between
friends!!....." (Congratulations, Dave, we'll be looking for that call in the New Year - Ed.).
From: Des Barry, G3ONU. ".....Just to let you know that the WILTON WARBLER has died, and will
be reincarnated as the BUSHEY BURBLER - hopefully in the Autumn, dependent upon 126' of space
being available..…" (For the uninitiated, due to a VFO problem Des became known' as the Wilton
Warbler which stuck long after the fault had been cleared. We hope that the fault does not QSY to
Bushey with him!).
From : Robin Bellerby. G3ZYE/RSARS 944, 19 Great Fellingfield, Mary Tavy, Tavistock, Devon.
".....Please note my change of address. I am now head of Science at Kelly College, Tavistock....."
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ODDS & ENDS.
GB2GB, the Special Event Station aboard the S.S. Great Britain (which was salvaged from the
Falkland Islands and is now in dock at Bristol) recently had a 'VP8 Grand Slam' when it took part in a
Net consisting of 15 VP8 stations (out of a total of only 18 VP8s). A regular VP8 Net is held every
Saturday evening at 20:20 hours on 14∙127 MHz. The Net is open to all-comers after normal Net
business is concluded.
G6RC and 9M2DQ have a sked every morning at 10:00Z on 21∙355, sometimes moving to
28∙270/280. Why not join them?
G3AMR, Gordon, should be appearing as VP7BA from 22/23 Nov 73 until about 8 Feb 74. He will be
operating 80, 20 and 15 and will have skeds with G5BM.
The "Flying Kiwi", ZL1AKI/AM, is apparently doing a world trip and looking for contacts. Usually
operates around 14∙160 and 21∙400 MHz.
Looking for some unusual ones??. The Geoff Watts News Sheet tells us of the following : IA5ALL,
Elba Island, QSL via P.O. Box 133, Savona. OR4ES, Belgian Scientific Expedition (no QTH given,
but prefix indicates Antarctica - Ed.), QSL to ON4VL. TA2BK/1, July 20th - 25th operation only
QSL to DJ0UJ. VS9RAF, operating from RAF Exhibition (!?!) on Gan Island. 6E1EEI is normally
XE1EEI but operator will change to 6E1EEI for the benefit of WPX hunters etc.,
NEWS is always wanted for "Mercury" and PHOTOS are always wanted for HQ. It is hoped to
provide a "Photo-Board" for use at events and displays. If Y0U have any spare photos of amateur
radio interest (both ancient and modern) please send them along to HQ Tnx.
NEW SUPPLIES AT HQ - A further batch of RSARS QSLs have now been received from the printer
and are now being used for overprinted QSLs. Prices as per attached Order form. WINDSCREEN
STICKERS ARE NOW IN. Front adhesive, in Light Blue, Dark Blue and Green with Black lettering.
23 Pence each including Post and Packing. Limited number only available.
SEND YOUR ORDER IN NOW!. And don't forget the Dymo Lapel Badge. These have proved quite
popular and could be the answer to your Christmas present problem!!!
A last minute letter from Maurice, VS5MC mentions that conditions into Europe have been excellent
(early September - Ed.). The rainy season has turned the garden into something resembling a paddy
field so the ZL-Special isn't up yet. Maurice is still using the 20 Metre Dipole ("which towers up to a
height of 12 feet at the feed point and then droops down to the fence"). Life is not without it's
problems, even in Brunei, and Maurice mentions a recent incident when he had to visit the Royal
Istana (Palace) to retrieve a radio set and, on bending down to pick up the set, the seam of his trousers
proved to be weaker than the muscular effort involved. Bearing in mind that one never turns ones
back on the Sultan, Maurice made a hasty rearward retreat, one hand clutching the set and one
clutching the sent of his pants!!.
ODD END - An overseas member reports to HQ that he is troubled with TVI. Nothing unusual in
that. The country he is in doesn't have a TV service!
News contained in a letter just received from Dady, VU2MD/RSARS 767 includes the fact that he has
now returned to Bombay after his trip to the UK and is busy getting up a new G5RV. He asks all
members to look for him daily between 1200 and 1330Z and again after 1700Z on 14∙050 MHz. After
establishing contact Dady will be happy to QSY to 40 or 80 but reminds us that the VU 80 Metre
Band is 3650-3700 and 3890-3900. VU2MD is looking for 5BDXCC but the 80 Metre allocation
makes things difficult. He was happy to see so many members at the AGM and passes on his best 73
to all members.
A TELEPHONE CALL RECEIVED AT HQ POINTS OUT THAT THE USE OF 'HOME-MADE'
CODES ON THE AMATEUR BANDS COULD BE CONSTRUED TO BE IN CONTRAVENTION
OF THE LICENCE TERMS AS WELL AS BEING CAPABLE 0F MIS-INTERPRETATION.
STICK TO THE RECOGNISED CODES AND BE SAFE - NOT SORRY!
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LATE ITEMS.

Angus, G8PG/GW8PG, sends along a short letter together with details of the QRP Contest. EVEN IF
YOU ARE QRO - READ ON!. Angus says ".....This is a Contest run by hams for hams - the
organisers even pay all their own postage, printing, etc........and we want to see the Old QRP King,
Johnnie Hodgkins, G3EJF, show up in the next Contest.....". The enclosed broadsheet gives the
following information. AGCW/DL QRP CONTEST ENTRIES UP 60%. U.K, CONTEST
MAGAGER APPOINTED. QRO STATIONS MAY NOW EARN RECOGNITION FOR TAKING
PART. In the last Contest entries were up by 60% compared with last January, logs being received
from 10 European countries and 3 US Call areas. Overall winner was OH2BOR with 11,571 points.
Leading G entries were G8PG (11th), G3DNF (19th - a fine effort with 2 Watts on 14 MHz only)
(G3DNF is RSARS 185 - Congratulations OM - Ed.) and G4BVS (21st). The next Contest will be
held on January 12th and 13th 1974 and the rules appear below. They have been revised to contain a
section for the QRO stations to compete amongst themselves to see who can work the most QRP
stations. To simplify U.K. entries Gus Taylor G8PG (RSARS 026) has been appointed U.K. Contest
Manager and he will handle all U.K. logs. The success of the Summer Contest is further proof of the
current boom in QRP working on both sides of the Atlantic. RULES FOR AGCW/DL WINTER QRP
CONTEST 1974. Dates : 1800 GMT 12th January to 1500 GMT 13th January 1974. Operating time :
15 hours maximum. The six hour break to be in not more than two periods. QRP Entries : Single
Operator. Under 10 Watts. CW Only. Bands : 3∙5, 7∙0, 14∙0 and either 1∙8 or 21∙0 MHz. Contest
Calling : "CQ QRP CONTEST". Scoring exchanges : RST, Serial Number, Power, e.g. "579001/3".
Add 'X' if using crystal control. Scoring : Own country = 1, own continent = 2, another continent = 3.
Add 3 if the other station is QRP. Handicap Bonus : Under 3 Watts or Crystal control at either station
counts as one handicap. For one handicap multiply QSO score by 2; for two handicaps multiply by 3;
for three handicaps multiply by 4 (Three handicaps is the maximum allowed). Multipliers ; each
country in own continent = 1, in another continent = 2, for each band. DXCC listing BUT each JA,
PY, VE, W or ZS call area counts as a country. Contacts with any other station all count. Entries :
U.K. entries to G8PG, 37 Pickerill Road, Greasby, Wirral, Cheshire by 7th February 1974. Enclose an
SAE for your copy of results. Overseas entries to DJ7ST by 15th February 1974 with IRC for results.
QRO Entries : Times, etc., as for QRP. Scoring exchanges , RST, Serial Number and /QRO. Contacts
with QRP stations only. For each contact the QRO station awards himself the same points as earned
by the CW station worked. Band/Country multiplier applies. Logs as for QRP entrants. NOTE! - The
DJ7ST QTH shown in the current call-book is now incorrect. His new QTH is :- H. Weber, DJ7ST,
3201 Holle, Kleine Ohe, 5, Federal German Republic. (For 3201 in above address, read D-3201 -Ed.)
HOW ABOUT GIVING A LITTLE SUPPORT TO THOSE RSARS MEMBERS WHO HAVE
TAKEN PART IN PREVIOUS QRP CONTESTS - EVEN IF AS A QRO CONTESTANT. All
comments, queries, etc., to Angus who will be happy to encourage you still further!!.
******************************
On the last Sunday in each month, Stan, G2DPY, has a sked with Ernie, WA8TGA on 14∙065 MHz at
2100 GMT in September and 2000 GMT in October and throughout the Winter.
****************************
CODE WINNERS: RSARS 651 drew them out of the hat as follows :
Winter Edition : DURING 1973 A CONTRIBVTION TO "MERURY WILL BE VERY WELCOME
50p Vouchers to : G3RHN/RSARS 894 and BRS 24814/RSARS 855.,
Spring Edition : HAVE YZU PAID YOUR SUB FOR THIS YEAR YET.
50p Vouchers to : GW3LAD/RSARS 452 and G3UAA/RSARS 454.
The errors were intentional!!!. Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all those who sent
in answers.
****************************
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From : Harry Stickley, VQ9HCS, Astove Island, c/o Kenya Shipping Agency, P.O. Box 84831,
Mombassa, Kenya. ".....I will be off to Astove flying from London on 23rd (August - Ed.). The ship
should be leaving Mombassa at the end of the month or early next. Should be OK for gear this time
but my diesel genny will not get to me for some months yet so will have to rely on the old 300 and
800 Watt Hondas which means not much use of the Linear..... .....Expect to be on Astove at least a
year with my same call-sign VQ9HCS, then I hope to return to Aldabra after a leave in the UK.....
.....Left the Service in 1971 and went straight to Aldabra Island (second term), got my VQ9 licence in
time for the last 6/7 months and am now going to manage Astove for the owner, Mrs. Veevers-corter
(read "Island Home") and hope to return to Aldabra although this is not definite yet. Am using the
KW 2000 B with a linear (when I get the new genny) which will be a Petters 1 KVA diesel. I am
using an 18AVT vertical and hope to have the Mustang with TR44 rotator if it gets there in time from
Western Electronics... ....My QSL Manager is still Bill, WA1HAA. 73 Harry.
From : B. J. Clark, 107 Eastland Road, Yeovil, Somerset, BA21 4EY. ".....Regarding the Band
Planning please record that I support that the Band Plan be written into the licence. I do think that the
'phone stations should stay out of the CW portions. I do not operate 'Phone in the CW portions (As a
TOPS member this is forbidden). I have written to the RSGB regarding the A3 stations in the 3∙5/3∙6
MHz section, but my few lines apparently "fell on stony ground", in fact I received no
acknowledgement which I understand is normal nowadays!!!. What annoys me is that these A3
stations in the CW section of 80 are all OTs (See letter from G3BID - Ed.). Operators who should
know better and be setting an example to others. Secondly, most, if not all, are RSGB members and
we are led to believe that the RSGB supports the Band Plan, As I see it unless TOPS, FOC, RSARS,
RNARS and RAFARS get together and put forward to the RSGB/MPT, nothing will be done.
However, let us await news and views from other members.... ....Still only on at weekends but manage
to keep my ear to the ground during the week. Usually monitor the Signals Net with Cyril and
Company and how nice it is to hear A5j call-signs given in phonetics.....
73 Nobby, G3BEC/113
From : D. Adams, GW3VBP. ".....After an absence of 8 weeks from my QTH I was greeted on return
with a pile of bills, correspondence and, above all, a "Mercury" and a letter threatening
EXCOMMUNICATION. Please! Please! reconsider. Absolutely an oversight on my part. Will not
happen again. Am enclosing a Posta1 Order, etc....." (Don't worry Don, you are fully reinstated as
RSARS 871 and look forward to hearing you on the Net. The Marconi-Kemp Award is first-Class,
Don, and those people who didn't get one just don't know what they are missing. Many thanks. - Ed.).
From : E.S. Collin, G3NQV/RSARS 192, Green Point, Manfield, Darlington, Co. Durham. (Tel.
Pieraebridge 497). ".....Please note new address....".
From : B. Lambert, G4BXF/RSARS 724, 58 Broadmead Road, Woodford Green, Essex. "...,.Thanks
for my Membership Card, Mercury, etc.... .....I was in Royal Signals from 1954 until 1956, Nationa1
Service. After leaving Catterick Camp as an OWL BIII I was posted to Cyrenaica (Benghazi) and
after being there a short time was posted to Derna where we operated a radio station, being atteched to
the KRRC. From there I went to Tripoli where I was attached to REME and then on to Derna again.
At Derna we maintained communications with Cyprus during the troubles there. Being in Signals was
of course, instrumental in taking and passing the licence. Knowing Morse was particularly helpful. I
was introduced to RSARS by G2ZZ another old Signaller...." (Tnx info, OM, and many thanks to
G2ZZ. Thought you might have bumped into Arthur, G2TT, in Monkhams Lane, Woodford Green
before now!! - Ed.).
From : Capt. (Rtd.) F. A, George, G5FG/RSARS 505, 9 Acacia Street, Hatfield, Herts., AL10 8SZ.
".....Will you please note that my address is now as above. Hope to be active soon but as you realise
the upheaval of moving for us old 'uns is quite a business.....".
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LAST GLEANINGS.
PREDICTION CHARTS.
**********************
Roly, G3VIR, has available a limited number of prediction charts covering the coming months for the
European area. He is prepared to pass these along to members who may be interested on a first-come,
first-served basis. There is no charge, but all members are expected to send a stamped addressed
envelope. Remember, these charts are suitable for inter-european contacts only. Please write direct to
R. BRADE, G3VIR/RSARS 224, 26 ROMAN WAY, HALE ROAD, FARNHAM, SURREY. (Note
change of house number and. don't forget that SAE!)
RSARS LIBRARY.
Don't forget that books in the RSARS -Library are available free of charge for loan by members.
Normal loan period - 1 month. No charge but members are expected to repay postage. Books are
always welcome to go into the Library and if you have any spare volumes that might be of interest to
other members HQ would be quite happy to take them off your hands and refund postage if
necessary. The present Library List is as follows :SERVICES TEXT BOOKS :
The Service Textbook of Radio - Vol. 1 - Electrical Fundamentals.
The Service Textbook of Radio - Vol. 3 - Electronics.
The Service Textbook of Radio - Vol. 5 - Transmission and Propagation.
The Service Textbook of Radio - Vol. 7 - Radio-location Techniques.
ARRL PUBLICATIONS :
The Radio Amateurs Operating Manual
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur
The Mobile Manual for Radio Amateurs
The ARRL Antenna Handbook
Understanding Amateur Radio
A Course in Radio Fundamentals
Hints and Kinks for the Radio Amateur (Vol. 8)
The Radio Amateurs Operating Manual
'CQ' PUBLICATIONS :
Shop and Shack Shortcuts
The New RTTY Handbook
RTTY from A to Z
The Amateur Radio DX Handbook
RSGB PUBLICATIONS :
VHF-UHF Manual
Radio Data Reference Book
Amateur Radio Circuits
A Guide to Amateur Radio
The Radio Amateurs Examination Manual
FOULSHAMS-SAMS PUBLICATIONS :
101 Ways to use your Oscilloscope
101 Ways to use your Signal Generator
DOVER PUBLICATIONS INC.
:
Basic Theory and. Application of Transistors
PHILLIPS PUBLICATIONS :
Phillips Semiconductor Manual (1964)
OTHER PUBLICATIONS :
Vademecum (by Jaime Mas Bauza. Printed in three languages. Vintage - 1931. This copy personally
signed by the author and presented to his colleague James Alexander).
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THE FINAL SHEET
ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS ! - Have you ever had a QSO with another RSARS member? Or, as
a RSARS SWL, have you ever sent a report to a RSARS member? If the answer in either case is
'YES' the next question is IMPORTANT!. Have you sent envelopes to the RSARS QSL Bureau?
Please help Dave to help you! Your attention is drawn to the new rule regarding the RSARS QSL
Bureau - six months only and then your QSLs will be returned, if possible, or, failing that, they will be
destroyed. All this causes a lot of work for your QSL Bureau Manager who does a good job without
complaint or reimbursement. Give him a hand. Just send a few envelopes self-addressed and stamped
according to how many cards you expect, or want delivered at a time, with your call-sign in the top
left, hand corner, to the address shown inside the front cover. Dave will be happy to send along any
cards there are for you. After all, even if there's only one QSL it could be the one that will make up
your Award claim!!. Cards and ENVELOPES to Dave, please as soon as possible. There are quite a
few cards waiting for a home.
OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET
From : Tom Hicks, DJ0BU, 3261 Grossenweiden, Am Steinbrink, 12, West Germany.
FOR SALE : Coronet Minorette woodworking machine consisting of saw table (2" cut), 6" rotary
plane and lathe bed. All powered by a 0∙5 HP motor and fitted to a bench. Would like to exchange for
a good rotator (HAM-M), Receiver or w.h.y. Or sell at £30. The machine is at my Clacton QTH and
on my next trip home will arrange final details of transport, etc., if anyone is interested. (Please
contact Tom direct at the above address and NOT via HQ - Ed.).
OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET
LATE LETTER.
From : Tom Mulder, VK6MK/RSARS 792, 2 Bedwell Street, Emu Point, Western Australia, 6332.
"At the moment I am off the air, A month ago, a violent storm sent my 70 ft tower containing 3
Monobanders for 10, 15 and 20 Metres crashing down on the roof of my house, and the resulting mess
of metal spaghetti had to be carted away. A new tower and antenna system is on the way and well
before Christmas I should be successfully getting into my neighbours TV receivers !!!!. Have enjoyed
many fine QSOs on the 'Commonwealth' Net but have yet to contact G4RS!. Will look forward to
doing so with the new antenna set-up. In the meantime, have a room-full of Collins 'S' Line and only a
dummy load to feed it into!..." (Tom wrote with suggestions for the RSARS Far East Net as requested
by HQ. Details will be published in the next edition when all answers should be in. It looks like
14∙175 MHz at 1100 GMT is favourite at the moment, with 3∙650 MHz as a 'local' frequency, at the
same time. Far East (in its broadest sense) members are invited to give these frequencies a try, the LF
on, say, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and the HF on all other days. More news on this one next
issue. - Ed.).
LATEST ADDITIONS : It is hoped to issue with this edition of "Mercury" a new Membership List
although some doubt exists as to whether this will be ready in time. If this should be the case, the
following are the members who have joined/rejoined recently : 108-G3WXX, 220N/L, 449-G3UUA,
490-G4DR, 585-G4ADF, 591-G4BXV, 598-N/L, 600-G3VRK, 601-G6MB, 621-N/L, 631-N/L, 635G3KOJ, 640-G8GKK, 645-G3OFW, 647-N/L, 652-G3VBE, 635-G3KOJ, 657-G3VPI, 676-W2UN,
678-G3RDX, 691-G4NS, 694-G3LPS, 698-HB9AMS, 701-N/L, 707-G3RFC, 709-N/L, 718-K2JFJ,
723-WB6JXC, 724-G4BXF, 726-VQ9HCS, 727-N/L, 734-G3XRY, 756-5B4JN, 742-G4CKP, 762N/L, 802-DA4BO, 804-N/L, 871-GW3VBP. Details of new members are usually passed to
GW3ASW as Deputy Net Controller RSARS SSB 80 Metre Net on Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
If you have a friend who is eligible and interested in joining RSARS, just pass along the address :
RSARS, SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, BLANDFORD CAMP, DORSET, DT11 8RH.
ONCE AGAIN SEASONS GREETINGS FROM ALL AT RSARS HQ AND YOUR COUNCIL
AND PRESIDENT,
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